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KINDNESS RUNS DEEP IN
THE DAIRY INDUSTRY

I

t’s a pleasure for me to appear here this
month, pinch-hitting for Milk Producer magazine’s esteemed managing editor,
Sharon Laidlaw.
I joined Dairy Farmers of Ontario (DFO) in
November as director of communications and
government relations lead and I couldn’t be
more excited about being part of this incredible industry.
There is much for me to learn, and in
my first week, I’ve been impressed by many
things—most notably, how many kind and
talented people there are doing meaningful
work for producers, processors and consumers. It seems kindness runs deep in the DNA
of the dairy industry.
Next year, together with partner groups,
DFO will celebrate 25 years of donating
high-quality milk to local food banks across
Ontario. As you’ll read in this month’s cover
story starting on page 26, a dairy farmer in the
Ottawa area came up with the idea in the early 1990s. The program quickly became a province-wide program that still stands as a framework for other commodity groups to launch
similar programs.
The milk donation program would not
be possible without the continued partnership of the Ontario Milk Transport Association and the Ontario Dairy Council. Producers donating milk, transporters delivering
it to processors, and processors turning it
into milk products and delivering to food
banks—it’s a story of true generosity and giving back to be proud of.
A reminder that if you would like to be part
of the milk donation program from February
to July 2020, the deadline to fill out the milk
donation form included with the November
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magazine is Jan. 1, 2020.
Another kind—and generous—campaign
launched by DFO this month will see a portion of all milk and Oreo cookies purchased
at select retailers until Dec. 28 go to children’s
hospitals across Ontario.
Putting milk and cookies out on Christmas
Eve can be a magical tradition that helps small
hearts believe big. Together with program partners Mondēlez Canada, Sobeys, Walmart Canada, Agropur, Longo’s and Lactalis Canada,
DFO will donate a minimum of $500,000
to the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto,
Ont., as well as children’s hospitals in Ottawa,
Hamilton and London.

MILK PRODUCER MAGAZINE
READERSHIP SURVEY
Milk Producer magazine is one of the main
communications vehicles for connecting producers and processors with DFO and the rest
of the industry. But we want to know—from
you—how to make it better. A readership survey was sent out with the November edition, so
if you’ve not had a chance to complete it, please
do. The survey can also be accessed online at
http://sgiz.mobi/s3/MagSurvey2019.
On behalf of the communications team at
DFO, I wish you and your families a safe and
happy holiday season.

Heather MacGregor
is the director of
communications at Dairy
Farmers of Ontario.
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EARLY DETECTION. BETTER OUTCOMES.

REAL-TIME DATA.
EVERY 4 SECONDS.
LIKE NOW.
VISIT SMARTBOW FARMS!
Email info@zoetisprograms.ca or
contact your local Zoetis representative.

INDUSTRY-LEADING
RUMINATION MONITORING

UNPARALLELED
HEAT DETECTION

Welcome to real-time dairy farming. Smartbow.com. Visit the SMARTBOW
YouTube channel to get more details and see SMARTBOW in action.
Zoetis® and SMARTBOW are trademarks of Zoetis or its licensors, used under license by Zoetis Canada Inc. © 2019 Zoetis Services LLC. All rights reserved.

TRULY REAL-TIME
LOCALIZATION

DFO CHAIR’S MESSAGE
By Murray Sherk

[ A TIME FOR HOPE, PEACE, JOY AND GRATITUDE

D

ecember is a time of year when life shifts
gears—at least momentarily—and we
take extra time to focus on family, friends
and those less fortunate.
This is a welcome diversion from the challenging
issues on our farms, industry and country. During
the holiday season, dialogue tends to include words
such as hope, peace, joy, love, baking, gifts, Santa, and of course, milk and cookies. Another word
that comes to mind is gratitude.
As your chair, I’m very grateful to all our Dairy
Farmers of Ontario (DFO) staff who work diligently on our behalf in this evermore complicated
world of milk production and marketing. There’s
more attention on farming practices, sustainability and food choices than ever before, and our team
continues to address the needs of today and focus
on what is required in the future. So, thank you to
all staff at DFO for your unwavering dedication.
I also want to thank each board member for the
devotion they bring to the table every month and
their commitment to representing many provincial
and national committees. In particular, I want to

acknowledge two board members who are retiring
from the board in January.
Sid Atkinson has represented Region 4 for
16 years. When I started at the board in January 2012, it was just after Sid had the tragic encounter with a tree and was in very serious
physical condition for several months. I certainly admired how Sid continued to contribute to board discussions when it was obvious he
was in a lot of physical pain—but he continued
to push though. There are many contributions
Sid has made over the years, but I’d like to acknowledge his work on the national traceability file. He was very instrumental in working for
effective outcomes.
Paul Vis has represented Region 9 for 11
years. I’ve come to greatly appreciate Paul for
his no-nonsense approach to business and his
ability to see through complicated problems
to identify straightforward solutions. One area
Paul has focused on is transportation. He’s
been a driver of trying to implement policies to
promote efficiency since equipment has gotten

larger, and we haul more milk over longer distances. It’s unfortunate Paul has encountered
health issues in the past year. We certainly wish
him well in the future.
I’d also like to acknowledge the support of spouses Karen Atkinson and Marianne Vis. It takes great
people at home to support board members who are
away from home for many days of the year.
Finally, I want to thank my wife, Sandra, and
family for their encouragement. I’m also grateful to
dedicated farm staff and neighbours who have enabled me to devote time to the dairy industry over
this past year. I couldn’t do it without all of you.
In closing, I hope each one of you will be able to
enjoy the holiday season and take the time to reflect on the prosperity and freedoms we enjoy in
this great country.
Murray Sherk, chair
Dairy Farmers of Ontario
Nov. 30, 2019

[ UNE PÉRIODE D’ESPOIR, DE PAIX, DE JOIE ET DE RECONNAISSANCE

D

écembre est le moment de l’année où la vie change de vitesse – du
moins pour un moment – et où nous
prenons un peu plus de temps pour nous concentrer sur notre famille, sur nos amis et sur
ceux qui sont moins privilégiés par la vie.
C’est une distraction appréciée des défis exigeants dans nos fermes, notre industrie et notre pays. Durant la saison des fêtes, le dialogue
tend à inclure des mots tels que joie, espoir,
amour, cuisine, cadeaux, père Noël et, bien entendu, lait et biscuits. Un autre mot qui vient
en tête est reconnaissance.
En tant que président, je suis reconnaissant
envers tout le personnel de Dairy Farmers of
Ontario (DFO) qui travaille avec diligence en
notre nom dans ce monde de la production
laitière et du marketing de plus en plus complexe. L’attention est portée plus que jamais
sur les pratiques agricoles, la durabilité et les
choix alimentaires, et notre équipe continue de
répondre aux besoins actuels tout en se concentrant sur ce qui sera nécessaire pour l’avenir.
J’aimerais ainsi remercier tout le personnel de
DFO pour leur engagement indéfectible.
Je souhaiterais également remercier chacun des membres du conseil d’administration
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pour le dévouement dont ils font preuve chaque mois et pour leur engagement à représenter de nombreux comités provinciaux et nationaux. Plus particulièrement, je tiens à souligner
la contribution de deux membres qui se retireront du conseil en janvier.
Sid Atkinson a représenté la Région 4 pendant 16 ans. Je suis devenu membre du conseil en janvier 2012, tout juste après que Sid
ait malencontreusement été victime d’un accident en heurtant un arbre; il était alors dans
un état physique grave pendant de nombreux
mois. J’ai définitivement eu de l’admiration envers Sid et sa façon de continuer à contribuer à
nos discussions au conseil alors qu’il était évident qu’il souffrait énormément – mais il allait
tout de même de l’avant. Sid a apporté de nombreuses contributions au fil des ans, mais j’aimerais souligner son travail dans le dossier de
la traçabilité nationale. Il a joué un rôle fondamental pour s’assurer que nous obtenions des
résultats efficaces.
Paul Vis a représenté la Région 9 pendant
11 ans. J’apprécie grandement Paul pour son
approche réaliste des affaires et sa capacité à
voir au travers des problèmes complexes et
cibler des solutions directes. Paul s’est concen-

tré sur le transport. Il a conduit le dossier pour
tenter de mettre en œuvre des politiques afin
de promouvoir l’efficience, considérant que
l’équipement est maintenant plus gros et que
nous transportons du lait sur de plus longues
distances. Paul a malheureusement connu des
problèmes de santé au cours de la dernière année. Nous lui présentons tous nos vœux pour
l’avenir.
Je tiens également à souligner le soutien de
leur conjointe, Karen Atkinson et Marianne
Vis. Cela prend des personnes extraordinaires
pour soutenir les membres du conseil qui sont
à l’extérieur de la maison pendant de nombreux jours par année.
En dernier lieu, j’aimerais remercier ma
femme, Sandra, et ma famille pour leur encouragement. Je suis également reconnaissant
envers le personnel dévoué de la ferme et mes
voisins qui m’ont permis de consacrer du temps
à l’industrie laitière au cours de la dernière année. Je n’aurais pas pu y arriver sans vous tous.
Pour terminer, j’espère que chacun d’entre
vous pourra profiter de la saison des fêtes et
prendre du temps pour réfléchir à la prospérité
et aux libertés dont nous jouissons dans ce
magnifique pays.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

BouMatic Robotics
Driving Innovation, Advancing Technology

Milking Robots
with Teat Teach Screen, A Proven Winner
One of the most loved functions of the BouMatic
Robotics interface is the Teat Teach Screen. The
camera brings up the image of the udder onto the
screen. The operator can simply touch the teat ends
on the image to ‘teach’ the camera where the teats
are for that particular cow.

“If we had to choose
again, we would certainly
choose the same system.”

This is just one of the many enhancements
that help farmers reach their performance and

Jan-Willem Schoolemmer,
Netherlands
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PRODUCERS URGED TO REGISTER FOR
DAIRY DIRECT PAYMENT PROGRAM
Final deadline to receive payment is March 1, 2020

A

griculture and Agri-Food Canada
(AAFC), in collaboration with the Canadian Dairy Commission (CDC), has
been working to develop a dairy direct payment
program web portal to process the previously announced trade compensation to dairy producers.
As of print deadline, the web portal is still under development. As such, the CDC, which is distributing the funds, has provided producers with
a downloadable online form to register to receive
compensation payment. The form is available at
https://application.cdc-ccl.gc.ca/ddpp-ppdpl/,
and completed forms can be mailed or faxed to
the CDC.
Producers without Internet access will need to ask
a trusted third party, such as a veterinarian, to download and print the form, which they will need to fill
out themselves. If this is not an option, producers
can call AAFC’s hotline at 1-877-246-4682 to request a paper copy and follow the instructions.
AAFC also sent a letter to all Canadian
dairy producers in late November advising
them of how they can register to receive payment. Producers who have not received a letter from AAFC can call 1-877-246-4682.
To receive a payment in 2019, the CDC must receive the registration form by Dec. 13. Those who
don’t register in time can still receive payment in
2020 if they register by March 1, 2020. This is the
last date of registration in order to receive payment.
The government compensation is a result of
concessions made during recent trade agreements, including the Canada-European Union
Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement and the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership.
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To mitigate losses sustained as a result of those
trade agreements, the federal government committed to providing dairy producers with $1.75
billion in financial compensation. About $345
million will be distributed within the first year of

the program and will be allocated to every producer based on their August 2019 quota holdings in proportion to Canada’s quota holdings.
For more information on the payment program, visit www.agr.gc.ca/ddpp.

FEDERAL LIBERAL CABINET SWORN IN
arie-Claude Bibeau has been reappointed as minister of agriculture and agri-food.
The news comes after the new federal Liberal cabinet was sworn in on Nov.
20. The cabinet was expanded to include
seven rookie ministers, two of whom were
elected for the first time in 2019, and more
than a dozen current ministers who are
taking on new portfolios.
Ministers with varying significance to
agriculture include:
• Minister of Intergovernmental Affairs
Chrystia Freeland;
• Minister of Agriculture and Agri-Food
Marie-Claude Bibeau;
• Minister of Foreign Affairs Francois-Philippe Champagne;
• Minister of International Development
Karina Gould;
• Minister of Women and Gender Equality and Rural Economic Development
Maryam Monsef;
• Minister of Finance Bill Morneau;
• Minister of Small Business, Export Pro-

M

MARIE-CLAUDE BIBEAU continues
her tenure as minister of agriculture and
agri-food and was sworn in on Nov. 20.

motion and International Trade Mary Ng;
• Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry Navdeep Bains;
• Minister of Health Patty Hajdu;
• Minister of Environment and Climate
Change Jonathan Wilkinson.

WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

Protect Your Milk
and Your Proﬁts
Choose a Paul Mueller Company milk tower.
The tower’s inner tank incorporates Mueller®
Temp-Plate® heat transfer surface to remove
more heat from milk in the same amount
of time when compared to other silos.
Ultimate product protection enables
you to deliver the highest
qualityy milk possible.
q
p

Milk Tower
BUCHANAN & HALL
Stratford, ON
519-271-4793

LAWRENCE’S DAIRY SUPPLY
Moose Creek, ON
613-538-2559

OPTIMUM AGRI

DAIRY LANE SYSTEMS
Komoka, ON
519-666-1404

MCCANN FARM
AUTOMATION
Seeleys Bay
613-382-7411

PERFORMANCE DAIRY
CENTRE

DUNDAS AGRI SYSTEMS
Brinston, ON
613-652-4844

NORWELL DAIRY SYSTEMS

WOOD’S DAIRY SOURCE

Drayton, Woodstock,
Lindsay, Brinston
519-638-3535

1-800-MUELLER | PAULMUELLER.COM

Belle Vallee, ON
705-622-2480

Embro, ON
519-423-9119

Keene, ON
705-295-3247

DAIRY NEWS

INTRODUCING DFO’S SELECTIVE DRY
COW ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY PROJECT
Editor’s note: This article and the adjacent article
have been provided by Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s
selective dry cow antibiotic therapy project team, including Ann Godkin, Guy Seguin, David Kelton,
Richard Cantin, Cynthia Miltenburg, Robyn Elgie
and Norm McNaughton.

P

eriodically reviewing health management
protocols is not a bad idea. Even though
things may be going well, it’s possible they
could go even better. Antibiotic use is one aspect
of dairy production that’s under scrutiny by dairy
customers. Given the heightened interest, producers should take a closer look at some of the
practices they take for granted. Reviewing their
use of antibiotics can help them fine-tune treatments, improve diagnostics and most importantly, enhance preventive practices so fewer animals
will require treatment.
One widely adopted antibiotic use on dairy
farms is the treatment of cows at dry-off with intramammary antibiotics. Dry cow treatment was
introduced in the early days of mastitis prevention as part of the Five-Point Mastitis Prevention
Program. Targeted mainly toward treating Streptococcus agalactiae, a highly contagious and difficult-to-identify infection, this strategy has been
highly successful. At the inception of the five-

point program, more than 50 per cent of herds
had cows infected with Strep ag. Now, testing
data show it has been eradicated from all Ontario
dairy farms and cows. Even better, low provincial
bulk milk somatic cell count (SCC) this past year
shows most herds have made excellent progress
in controlling Strep ag, as well as a wide variety of
other types of mastitis infections. After more than
60 years of dry cow antibiotic use, these improvements suggest it’s time to see if the industry can
reduce the proportion of cows that receive intramammary antibiotics at dry-off.
Dairy Farmers of Ontario (DFO) has received
funding from the Canadian Agricultural Partnership (CAP) for a project that will help herd
owners decide if a change to the selective dry
cow therapy program (SDCT) is now warranted for their herd. The CAP is a five-year federal-provincial-territorial initiative. Representatives
from DFO, Lactanet Canada, the Ontario Association of Bovine Practitioners (OABP), the
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs and the Ontario Veterinary College are
working with Ceptor Consulting on this project.
The SDCT project’s goal is to help herd owners
work with their veterinarian to conduct a standardized evaluation of their herd’s overall management, which, combined with an assessment of

NOTICE: To keep Ontario dairy producers and other industry sectors informed,
Dairy Farmers of Ontario (DFO) publishes changes to its regulations. Complete
regulations are available on DFO’s website at www.milk.org.
DFO Regulation 13/19 replaces DFO Regulation 12/19 and was made to adjust the
price of Special Milk Classes as a result of a Canadian Dairy Commission (CDC)
announcement, effective Dec. 1, 2019, as follows:
Class

5(a)
5(b)
5(c)

Butterfat Price ($/kg)

New
6.9879
6.9879
5.9518

Old
7.2925
7.2925
5.9149

Protein Price ($/kg)

New
9.2179
2.6712
2.6465

Other Solids Price ($/kg)

Old
8.3583
2.5551
2.4753

New
0.4208
2.6712
2.6465

Old
0.5132
2.5551
2.4753

Arlene Minott, corporate secretary

Murray Sherk, chair

individual cow data and Lactanet dairy herd improvement records, can help them design modified dry cow treatment protocols. Teamwork is
a key project element. Veterinarians can contribute their expertise based on information from the
project, as well as working with multiple herds.
Project activities include the producer survey
conducted in October, followed by a survey for
veterinarians. These surveys provide information
to fine-tune the content of the project’s resources. A guidance protocol has been developed to
help herd owners and vets review the risks associated with mastitis occurrence at the time of dryoff and calving that might have greater impact if
there is a reduction in antibiotic use. Many herds
already have good control of mastitis at these
times. For others, completing the guidance protocol with their vet will help identify opportunities for improvement to keep mastitis risk low. As
well, Lactanet will be providing two new reports,
including a list of cows that are good candidates
for no antibiotic treatment based on a standardized core protocol all producers can use.
Building on shared experiences and research
from across Canada and around the world, the
project will provide a variety of resources for producers and vets this winter. Working together,
producers and vets can effectively assess herd status and suitability for selective dry cow treatment,
provide ongoing support for making the changes identified in the assessment that decrease mastitis risk and, over time, continue to monitor the
rates of mastitis occurrence in subsequent lactations. Stay tuned for further information as the
project gets underway.
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FROM GLOBAL TO LOCAL: BATTLING
ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE

I

t’s widely recognized the emergence of antimicrobial resistant (AMR) micro-organisms pose one of the greatest risks to human
health worldwide, threatening the ability to effectively treat infectious diseases in people and
animals. For example, if AMR is unchecked,
routine operations, such as hip replacements
or organ transplants, could become deadly because of the risk of untreatable infection.

All uses of antimicrobials can contribute to
the development of resistance. To minimize
AMR, it’s essential the overall use of antimicrobials—both human and animal—is reduced,
and best practices are developed and implemented for the responsible use of these drugs
when they are needed.
Continued on page 12

Wondering what
% of your
herd is A2A2?
&ĂƐƚ͕ĞĸĐŝĞŶƚϮϮŚĞƌĚ
ƚĞƐƟŶŐĂŶĚŐĞŶŽŵŝĐƚĞƐƟŶŐ
ŝƐĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ
ĨƌŽŵsĂůŝĚŝƚǇ
info@validitytesting.com
Office: 519-856-4999 Dave Cell: 905-866-7800
www.validitytesting.com

PACK MAT – the sand saver
We agree, sand provides excellent cow comfort
and Promat’s Pack Mat can make it even better!
All the benefits of deep bedding …
but with 50-70% less sand
Huge reduction in sand laden manure and
equipment issues
Payback in under one year based on
sand savings alone

1.888.337.6265 | sales@promatinc.com
www.Promatinc.com
facebook.com/promatinc

WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

@Promat_inc
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DFO ELECTION
RESULTS

ANTIMICROBIAL RESISTANCE
Continued from page 11
The World Health Organization’s global action plan on AMR has highlighted the need for
research and programs to guide prudent use and
conduct animal health interventions utilizing
new strategies to reduce the use of antimicrobials without compromising animal health and welfare. These objectives have also become a focus for
Canada. Health Canada and the Canadian Veterinary Medical Association have already set out to
address AMR through regulatory changes and the
development of the AMR Pan-Canadian Framework for Action.
The role livestock agriculture plays in the emergence of resistance has come under scrutiny in recent years. The American and Canadian Public
Health Associations have released reports citing
livestock agriculture as the most significant user
of antimicrobials in North America—with more
than 80 per cent of all antimicrobials consumed
in the United States. Immediate action needs to be

taken to curb this level of use. All stakeholders, including livestock commodities, need to use antimicrobials responsibly and prudently.
The implementation of focused interventions
in the dairy industry could have a significant impact on antimicrobial use. Antimicrobials such
as ceftiofur are categorized as Category 1, or very
high importance in terms of human medicine
treatment, and are frequently used in dairy cow
treatments. Working with herd veterinarians to
review antimicrobial use on the farm is a helpful step each dairy producer can take to make a
local difference to a global problem. Reviewing
the overall management of dry cows for opportunities to prevent mastitis can reduce the need for
dry cow antibiotic treatment on many farms. A
standardized protocol for selecting cows to treat
can ensure the cows that need treatment continue
to receive it while healthy ones don’t.
For more information on the AMR
Pan-Canadian Framework for Action, visit
http://bit.ly/2q2FaHj.

he ballot count for Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s (DFO) 2019 election for the board
member in Region 4 and byelection for
the board member in Region 9 were held on
Nov. 12, 2019, in accordance with the procedures detailed in Ontario Regulation 760, as
amended, made under the Milk Act.
The candidates receiving the largest number of eligible votes was Adam Petherick in
Region 4, and Vicky Morrison in Region 9.
DFO’s board, at a meeting held via conference call on Nov. 12, 2019, declared
Petherick elected to serve as board member for Region 4 for a four-year term commencing immediately following the adjournment of DFO’s annual general
meeting on Jan. 16, 2020.
DFO’s board also declared Morrison
elected to serve as board member for Region 9 for the remainder of the four-year
term, commencing immediately following
the adjournment of DFO’s annual general
meeting on Jan. 12, 2017.

T

“We know how good this product is.”
— Terri Packard
“We know how good
this cow is, but so
many things have
to fall into place so
she looks her best.
Then she does it, and it’s overwhelming,”
says Terri Packard about Butz-Butler Gold
Barbara EX95 96MS GMD.
KUEFFNER HOLSTEINS AND JERSEYS
BOONSBORO, MARYLAND
Ernie Kueffner and Terri Packard

1.888.773.7153 1.613.652.9086
uddercomfort.com
Call to locate a distributor near you.
For external application to the udder only, after milking, as an essential component
of udder management. Always wash and dry teats thoroughly before milking.
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The 9-year-old 2019 World Dairy Expo
grand champion Holstein lives at Kueffner
Holsteins, Boonsboro, Maryland. Barbara is
owned by Ernie Kueffner and Terri, with Dr.
Matt Iager, Rodney Hetts, Dr. Scott Armbrust
and Renee Beilke.
“We know how good this product is. We use
it at shows and fresh cows at home. I used
Udder Comfort™ on Barbara when she
calved in July,” says Terri.
W W W.MILK PRODUCER.CA

NEW DOWN
CATTLE
DOCUMENTS
AVAILABLE

F

ollowing consultations with dairy producers, veterinarians and processors, the
Ontario Association of Bovine Practitioners has published two documents to help
producers and veterinarians develop protocols
for managing down cattle.
The documents titled Considerations for Developing a Down Cattle Protocol and Quick
Guide can be found on Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s website at https://www.milk.org/corporate/main.aspx under Farmers, proAction, Reference Materials and Animal Care.

DFO CONTINUES TO
FUND PROACTION
CLASSROOM TRAINING
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Canadian Agricultural Partnership
funding for on-farm training ends

M

ore than 1,900 Ontario dairy producers have received Dairy Farmers
of Ontario’s (DFO) proAction training from authorized proAction advisers this year.
While funding by the Canadian Agricultural
Partnership (CAP) program for classroom and
on-farm proAction training ended on Nov. 15,
2019, DFO will continue to fund classroom
training sessions for biosecurity and key animal care topics until October 2020 or until the
budgeted amount is spent. On-farm training is
also available but on a user-pay basis.
Producers are strongly encouraged to reach out
to a proAction adviser to obtain training. A list of
proAction advisers is available on DFO’s website at
at https://www.milk.org/corporate/main.aspx under Farmers, proAction and Reference Materials.

Correction:
In the October 2019 issue, magazine staff
incorrectly reported CAP funding would
cover half the cost of on-farm training after Nov. 15, 2019, when in fact, CAP funding for on-farm training has now ended.
Milk Producer regrets the error.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA
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De Dell Seeds is a family-owned Canadian business that started in 1999,
and is dedicated to providing healthy, high-performing, conventionally
bred corn hybrids for our environment.
Discover for yourself the difference in yield, herd health,
and in the end, your bottom line.

De Dell Seeds

The Leaders in Non-GMO Corn
De Dell Seeds • 7095 Century Drive • Melbourne, ON • N0L 1T0
P: 519-264-CORN (2676) • F: 519-264-2672
info@dedellseeds.com • www.dedellseeds.com
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ALBERTA STUDENTS EXPERIENCE DAIRY FARMING

A

lberta university students
recently experienced dairy
farming firsthand and
learned where their food comes
from during farm tours, organized
by Dairy Farmers of Canada (DFC).
“Farm tours are an important way
to build understanding of our industry’s commitment to the highest
standards of quality, food safety and
animal welfare among the next generation of young health professionals
in the food and beverage sector,” says
Isabelle Neiderer, DFC’s director of
nutrition and research. “The visits
help students gain a better understanding of farm practices and the
dairy industry—knowledge they can
apply in their future careers.”
For the second year in a row, nutrition and food science students at
the University of Alberta (U of A)
participated in local farm tours in
October, which provided an opportunity for the industry to correct
misconceptions the students may

have had about agriculture.
“Through the tours, we saw the
farms are run and owned by families
that work together and genuinely
care about the welfare of their cows,”
says Fernanda Torres Ruiz, a teaching assistant for a course on cultural
ecology, food and health. The course
examines diets of different groups,
such as Canadians’ dairy-rich diet.
“This tour allowed me to feel
more connected to producers, and
appreciate dairy products and the
work behind them, as I’m someone
who loves the concept of local, farmto-table food,” says Julia Moore, a
second-year nutrition and food science student.
Torres Ruiz co-ordinated the U
of A tours with DFC. She and the
course professor, Noreen Willows,
as well as their 123 students were divided into three farm tour groups on
Oct. 18. Each group visited a different farm near Edmonton, Alta., accompanied by DFC and Alberta
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NUTRA-GLO
Nutritional Feed Supplement

Nutra-Glo™ for Ruminants is a nutritional feed supplement
for dairy cows, beef cows, calves, and all other ruminant
animals. The product comes in liquid form and contains
a combination of bio-available vitamins and minerals,
organic chelates, and probiotic metabolites. It improves
the nutritional value of the animal’s diet, improves its
digestion, and improves its microbial health. It builds and
improves the health of the animal from the inside out.

Milk staff.
“The goal was to create a positive
personal experience for the students to
see the day-to-day operations of a local
dairy farm and get accurate information,” Willows says. “They were able
to form an opinion on dairy farming
from observations—not from reading
about it or viewing videos.”
She says hands-on learning is important for the course and to become
a registered dietitian, which many of
her students aspire to be.
Farm tours included milking
demonstrations and cow calving observations. “Farmers and their family members talked about different aspects of dairy farming,” Willows says.
“Seeing (farmers’) families and
their lives instead of a faceless industry made a strong impact on me,” says
Stefan Waples, another student.
Farmers provided information
on supply management and DFC’s
quality assurance proAction program, as well as facilitated discussions
on farming practices, such as milking
management, housing, cow nutrition
and calf management.
“Many students indicated learning
about proAction made them feel confident in the milk supply and animal
welfare concerns are a key (consideration),” Willows says.
Farmers talked about on-farm systems they’ve implemented to reduce

the industry’s environmental impact.
Torres Ruiz noted farmers’ hard work
and effort in methods, such as more
efficient water use, rotating crops, using cow manure as fertilizer and moderating the amount of milk produced
to reduce food waste. Students were
also impressed with the modern farm
equipment.
“The industry certainly has
changed. I am amazed by automated milking systems and how thoroughly each cow is monitored,” Willows says.
With the goal of reaching future
leaders, DFC has co-ordinated farm
tours this year at several other universities and post-secondary institutions
in Saskatchewan, Nova Scotia and
New Brunswick, with more planned,
according to Neiderer.
Before the Alberta tours, DFC’s
surveys show 30 per cent of attendees
understood Canadian milk does not
contain antibiotics—this increased
to 100 per cent following the visits.
In addition, 98 per cent of attendees
after the tour believe Canadian milk
is produced without artificial growth
hormones. Similar results were reported in other provinces.
“This was an important educational trip,” Moore says. “It gave more insight about the agricultural industry—which isn’t always the easiest to
get insight on.”

TM

f

Available in Original and
Organic formulations

Nearly 100% of herdsmen who use NUTRA-GLO notice
significant improvements in the overall health and
production of their herds.

To locate a dealer near you visit www.Nutraglo.com
Murray Gilkinson • 519-504-3022 • murraygilkinson@gmail.com
P.O. Box 34, Fordwich, ON N0G 1V0
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EDUCATION BOOTH
AT RAWF ATTRACTS
LARGE CROWDS

DFO’S CEO RECEIVES 2019 GOLDEN PENCIL AWARD
CHERYL SMITH, Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s (DFO) chief executive ofﬁcer, has
received the Golden Pencil Award—
one of the highest honours in the food
industry. Nominated by Lactalis, the
ceremony took place in November at
the Fairmont Royal York Hotel in Toronto, Ont. The award was established in
1957 to recognize the efforts of both
buyer and seller in developing and
improving the Canadian food industry. “We are very proud of Cheryl and
privileged to celebrate this incredible
accomplishment of hers,” says Murray
Sherk, DFO’s chair. For more information on the Golden Pencil Award, visit
www.goldenpencilaward.com.

S

tudents and families recently learned about
agriculture and local food during the 97th
annual Royal Agricultural Winter Fair
(RAWF), which took place from Nov. 1 to 10 at
Exhibition Place in Toronto, Ont.
Among the attractions at the fair included Dairy
Farmers of Ontario’s (DFO) education booth,
which provided an opportunity for the public to
learn about the dairy industry, explore interactive
stations and talk with dairy educators. The exhibit
also included six breeds of dairy cattle, three milking demonstrations a day and a career spotlight,
which showcased industry representatives, such as
Omid McDonald, founder of Dairy Distillery.
To complement the dairy education booth, visitors were able to sample and purchase local dairy
products from the Ontario Dairy Market, see the
TD Canadian 4-H Dairy Classic and watch local processors compete in the Cheese and Butter
Competition, where Ontario processor Thornloe
Cheese won Grand Champion Butter for its grassfed unsalted butter. In addition, DFO sponsored
the Burnbrae Farms Culinary Academy, which saw
chefs leading participants in creating recipes featuring dairy.
As well, DFO used the fair’s attendance to publicly kick off the 2020 Milk Calendar. The launch
event featured an interactive four-course cooking
class led by David Rocco, celebrity chef, television host, author and Milk Calendar contributor,
alongside Afrim Pristine, Ontario cheese ambassador and owner of the Cheese Boutique.
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DAIRY FARM WANTED
Family looking to buy an
ongoing dairy farm in Bruce,
Huron or Grey county.
DAIRY EDUCATOR Allison Ashton
talking with visitors during the 2019
Royal Agricultural Winter Fair.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

Please contact dairyfarmsearch@gmail.com
or call 1-902-978-0010
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NEWFOUNDLAND LAUNCHES NO BULL MARKETING CAMPAIGN

C

orrecting misconceptions about Canadian
milk, increasing dairy product sales, supporting the local economy and garnering
laughs with tongue-in-cheek humour are the main
goals of Dairy Farmers of Newfoundland and Labrador’s (DFNL) No Bull marketing campaign, says
John Moores, DFNL’s general manager.
Launched in September, the fully integrated
campaign runs until December and features Newfoundland and Labrador farmers and their families
dispelling milk myths. It includes television, radio,
online, social and outdoor advertisements.
“So far, (the campaign) has been met with positive comments and more awareness on where
milk comes from, generating enthusiasm and
support,” says Crosbie Williams, dairy farmer in
Goulds, N.L., and vice-chair of DFNL, who appears in the campaign’s advertisements, including
a TV ad
The No Bull campaign is in response to the national and international fluid milk consumption
decline, which significantly affects Newfoundland’s dairy industry.
Ray Creative Agency conducted consumer research and planned the campaign. Two main misconceptions arose from this process.
“Research showed a large portion (of the pop-

CROSBIE WILLIAMS, Dairy Farmers of Newfoundland and Labrador’s vice-chair,
appears in the No Bull advertisements, such as the above billboard sign.

ulation) believed their milk didn’t come from the
island anymore,” Moores says, adding it’s simply
not true. “Like all Canadian milk, Newfoundland’s milk is antibiotic-free, preservative-free,
has no added artificial growth hormones and is
high in nutrients,” Moores says.
It’s important to bring awareness to a local,
bountiful resource such as milk, Williams says, especially since Newfoundland’s location means it
leans on other food imports.
Terri Roberts, creative director of Ray Creative

The

SexedULTRA

difference

The best way to predict
the future is to

Create it

Twice as many female sperm cells per straw
than in original SexedULTRA products
Conception Rates higher than original
SexedULTRA - now approaching those
achieved using conventional semen
Gender accuracy consistently
above 90 percent

SexedULTRA

is unique to
Sales@stgen.com

1 920 921-6029

STgen.com
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Follow us on:
facebook.com/STgenetics

Agency, agrees. “Local equates to freshness,” she
says. “To be self-sufficient in fluid milk is an incredible success story. It’s a vital industry to the province.”
The marketing strategy involves communicating
to consumers in an interesting, attention-grabbing
and locally appealing way.
“The milk campaign is honest and straightforward—so are Newfoundland’s culture and language. We don’t sugarcoat,” Roberts says, explaining how all parts of the campaign relate back to the
No Bull name.
“Newfoundlanders have a unique sense of humour. Storytelling and jokes are interwoven into
the campaign,” Roberts says.
Videos reference Jam Jams, a Newfoundland
cookie, and different islands near the province.
There’s also a strong community message the campaign aims to convey.
“Dairy farmers are our neighbours and friends.
We all live here. We trust and rely on each other,”
Roberts says.
Williams says putting a face to the product is
key. “We want the local community to see farmers on billboards and think, ‘We know some of
them. We’ve seen them at hockey rinks and grocery stores,” he says.
In developing the campaign, Ray Creative
Agency spent time getting to know the farmers and
learning from Newfoundland consumer research,
Moores says. Scripts were written to be an authentic representation of farmers’ voices. Following the
campaign, the agency will share campaign results
using various marketing metrics.
“It’s an interesting and challenging time for the
dairy industry,” Moores says. “How do we remember what Canadian dairy is? How do we differentiate and drive it?”
To him, the campaign is a step in the right direction toward answering those questions.
For more information or to watch DFNL’s TV
ads, visit nlmilk.ca.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

HIGH-TECH DAIRY
FACILITY TO BE
BUILT IN ALBERTA
he dairy industry is going green with
the announcement of a new facility
in Alberta that will reduce the industry’s impact on the environment and bring
new jobs to the province.
“We are very excited about this new
partnership and are looking forward to
getting shovels in the ground this spring,”
says Henry Holtmann, chair of the Western Milk Pool (WMP). “This is good news
for dairy farmers, dairy processors and
the economy in Western Canada.”
During Alberta Milk’s annual general meeting and dairy conference in November, the industry announced the construction of a new state-of-the-art facility
called Dairy Innovation West (DIW). The
facility is the first of its kind in Canada
and will include technology to remove water from raw milk to create concentrated
components required by dairy processors
for a variety of dairy products.
Owned by WMP members and operated by Vitalus Nutrition Inc., the facility will
have the capacity to accommodate up to
300 million litres of milk per year.
A priority of this facility is to reduce
the environmental impacts of transporting milk across the four western provinces. DIW will reduce trucking emissions by
50 per cent by reducing volume. Currently, milk moves within the western provinces to ensure the industry is meeting the
needs of Canadians and dairy processing
is being utilized to its full capacity.
“Instead of two trucks on the road,
there would only be one,” says Tom Kootstra, Alberta Milk’s chair. “Dairy farmers
are always seeking more opportunities to
work smarter and continue to be stewards
of the land.”
Additionally, DIW promises to increase
jobs and boost economic contributions in
Alberta. This 20-acre site is large enough for
future expansion and long-term growth in
the anticipation of attracting additional processors to the site.
Construction on the facility is anticipated
to begin in April 2020 and will be completed by March 2021. The facility will be located near Lacombe and Red Deer, Alta.

T
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At MNP we believe trust is earned. With an eye
for detail and a personalized approach, we provide
accounting, consulting and tax advice that helps
your farm succeed.
Find us in your local communities
at MNP.ca/onag
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14,000 GAL QUAD-STEER ARTICULATING TANK

Large capacity steering tank with unbeatable maneuverability and flotation

NUHN INDUSTRIES LTD
4816 Line 34, Sebringville,
ON N0K 1X0, Canada

ADVANCED PRECISION MASSIVE FOOTPRINT
ELECTRONIC STEERING LARGE 35.5 x 32 TIRES

FRONT PUMP SYSTEM
UNLOADS 3,000 GPM
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www.nuhn.ca
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SASKATCHEWAN FARMERS OFFER MILK ON TAP

T

o reach more customers with their dairy
products, Bas and Martha Froese-Kooijenga from Sunnyside Dairy, located north of
Martensville, Sask., opened a creamery and started
selling milk on tap within the past year. The creamery is part of their diversification plan to supplement income.
“There’s so much excitement—people seem
to like the milk a lot,” Martha says. “We are
very busy.”
The dairy’s full-fat milk is from pasture- and
hay-fed cows, and she describes the taste as rich
and slightly sweet. It’s pasteurized but not homogenized, so the cream rises to the top.
Sunnyside Creamery’s milk dispenser is the
only one in the province, and one of just two
across Canada. The Froese-Kooijengas also
have a five-year-old store, Farmyard Market,
which sells baked goods, perogies, pies, farmraised pork and lean beef, dairy products, such
as cream, cottage cheese, cheese curds and eggnog, as well as many other local products.
Martha is involved with running the kitchen and store, while Bas looks after the farm
and livestock.
“We started really small,” Bas says. “Now

FROM LEFT are Bas, Martha and their daughter, Ellen Froese-Kooijenga, who sell fresh
milk on tap from Saskatchewan’s only milk dispenser. Their on-farm creamery opened less
than a year ago, and business continues to grow.

we’ve evolved. We wanted to go a different
route to add diversity and value (to the farm
business).”
Their hard work has resulted in their creamery and store taking off.
“Sales tripled (since the creamery opened),
and it’s seemed to stay like that,” Martha says,
adding the Swiss milk dispenser has been a
great business decision that’s paid for itself. The
farm is in a high-traffic area, which has helped
with its success as well.
Sunnyside Dairy has 30 purebred Holsteins
in a freestall barn with pasture access in the
summer and an outdoor straw pack in the winter. Bas and Martha are comfortable keeping
their herd at its current size.
“There’s more than enough milk to supply
the creamery,” Bas says. “Our goal is to eventually process all of our own milk.”
They currently process about 5,000 litres a
month themselves, which is about a quarter of
their total volume.
The Froese-Kooijengas started farming in
1997 when they bought the farm from Martha’s parents and renovated it.
“I’ve always had a passion for (dairy farming),” Bas says. “The store—it’s for Martha.”
Customers love fresh, local milk coming
from the coin-operated dispenser, Martha says.
18
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We Specialize in Barn Washing
“Many customers live in the city but were
born and raised on the farm, and for them to
taste the milk and smell the farm again is nostalgic,” Bas says.
They’ve jumped through hoops and faced
hurdles to be able to sell from their on-farm
store and creamery. Milk plants have strict regulations. The main challenge of on-farm processing is ensuring cleanliness since the creamery is close to livestock facilities.
Another challenge is the cost and frequency of milk and product testing. Temperature,
bacteria counts, air quality and hygiene are all
critical factors in processing. Recently, they’ve
been getting more consistent positive results—
in large part due to hiring a full-time creamery employee.
“We really had to educate ourselves more,”
Martha says. She took a milk pasteurization
course, and she and Bas are thankful to other
creameries in Canada for helpful advice.
Now, the Froese-Kooijengas want to expand
their kitchen and creamery.
“The demand is there, and we’re growing,”
Bas says.
The store and kitchen employ two full-time
and two part-time staff. The farm also employs
two part-time staff.
Overall, the couple try to be realistic with
their business goals.
“We want our operations to be simple,” Bas
says. “We’re farmers first.”

SANTA CLAUS PARADE

Jeni

Ken Brown
Monkton, Ontario
1-877-325-8843

Since
1986

www.jenimobilewash.com

John Mitchell
Fergus, Ontario
1-800-361-3637

SILO-KING
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Forage & Silage Additive

LESS HEATING
INCREASED DIGESTIBILITY
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DR. HOOF SERIES 2
DAIRY FARMERS OF ONTARIO (DFO)
participated in the Toronto Santa Claus
parade on Nov. 17. DFO used the
parade to launch the organization’s
holiday Milk and Cookies campaign to
support SickKids and other children’s
hospitals across Ontario. See page 26
for more on the campaign.
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STUDY: CANADIANS WANT TO KNOW MORE ABOUT AGRICULTURE

C

anadian consumers care about their
food, according to a new study conducted by the Canadian Centre for
Food Integrity (CCFI).
The 2019 public trust research report shows
while 91 per cent of Canadians claim to know
little, very little or nothing about modern
farming practices in Canada, 60 per cent of
survey respondents, or three in five Canadians,
are interested in knowing more about agriculture and how their food is produced.
“The 2019 research is a key resource for Canada’s food system to learn how to better connect with consumers,” says John Jamieson,
CCFI’s chief executive officer and president.
The report titled Connecting with Canadians provides benchmark data to better understand Canadians’ overall impression of
Canada’s food system and consumers’ expectations and sentiment of contentious
food-related issues.
CCFI surveyed nearly 2,200 Canadians 18
years and older and examined the online conversations of close to 260,000 Canadians.
The 2019 data show 91 per cent of those
surveyed have strong concerns relating to food

*Studies show a level bed
increases cow comfort and milk yield.

fraud, such as the practice of mislabelling,
adulterating or counterfeiting food products,
and 89 per cent are concerned about misleading food labels for the purpose of marketing.
The study shows consumers are starting to look
more closely at food labels and are asking questions about what certain food labels mean.
“As consumers have access to various communication channels and are overloaded with
more information relating to their food, the
ability to decipher what is credible becomes
more difficult,” says Kim McConnell, CCFI’s
board chair. “Canada’s food system can use the
2019 research to better communicate with different types of consumers to help further build
the public’s trust when discussing their food
priorities.”
The 2019 research is consistent with 2018
data that show the percentage of Canadians
who feel the food system is on the right track
out numbers those who feel it’s headed in the
wrong direction. In addition, more American
consumers appear to have disapproving views
of their food system than Canadians who appear to have better trust in their food system.
Research also shows the differences between

provinces, genders and generational preferences in Canadian consumers and discusses the
unfavourable role celebrities and well-known
activists play in certain topics relating farming
to the environment, animal welfare, nutrition
and food safety.
“The timing of the research is pertinent considering how food related topics are dominating news relating to plant-based diets, pesticides, genetically modified organisms (GMOs)
and consumers’ perspective on agriculture’s
role in greenhouse gas emissions relating to climate change,” Jamieson says.
The 2019 research was unveiled at the
fourth annual Public Trust Summit in Saskatoon, Sask., from Nov. 13 to 14, 2019. The
summit was co-hosted by the CCFI and Farm
& Food Care Saskatchewan. More than 230
thought leaders from across Canada’s food
system—from primary producers to industry
associations, retailers, grocers and agri-food
executives—gathered to learn, network and
engage on how to better earn public trust in
the food system.
For a copy of the Connecting with Canadians
report, visit www.foodintegrity.ca.

“After years of using deep bed sand or sawdust
for our cows we were tired of bedding literally
going down the drain!
Now the cows continue to get the feel of deep
bedding while remaining dry and happy and best
of all, our bedding bill has been cut by close to
2/3! Best decision we could have made.”
Chris van den Heuvel
Fireblade Holsteins Ltd.

The strongest mattress
top cover in the world.

MADE IN
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Use your time wisely with
the Super Slider Pump
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You can complete your to-do list in record time by investing
in one pump that can handle manure pits of various depths.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Mountain View Electric Ltd.
Enderby — 250.838.6455
Pacific Dairy Centre Ltd.
Chilliwack — 604.852.9020

SASKATCHEWAN
Dairyland Agro Supply Ltd.
Saskatoon — 306.242.5850
Regina — 306.721.6844
Red Deer, AB - 403-406-7344

ALBERTA
D. H. & P. Supplies
& Equipement Ltd.
Blackfalds — 403.782.6473
Kneller’s Sales and Service Ltd.
Leduc — 780.986.5600
Lethbridge Dairy Mart Ltd.
Lethbridge — 888.329.6202

MANITOBA / NW ONTARIO
Penner Farm Services Ltd.
Blumenort — 204.326.3781
Brandon — 204.728.7563
ONTARIO
Claire Snoddon Farm Machinery
Sunderland — 705.357.3579
Conestogo Agri Systems Inc.
Drayton — 519.638.3022
1.800.461.3022

County Automation
Ameliasburg — 613.962.7474
Dairy Lane Systems Ltd.
Komoka — 519.666.1404
Keith Siemon Farm Systems Ltd.
Walton — 519.345.2734
Lamers Silos Ltd.
Ingersoll — 519.485.4578
Lawrence’s Dairy Supply Inc.
Moose Creek — 613.538.2559
McCann Farm Automation Ltd.
Seeley’s Bay — 613.382.7411
Brockville — 613.926.2220

McLaren Systems
Cobden — 613.646.2062
Melbourne Farm Automation
Melbourne — 519.289.5256
Aylmer — 519.773.2740
Silver-Tech Systems Inc.
Dunnville — 905.981.2350
ATLANTIC PROVINCES
Atlantic Dairy Tech.
Charlottetown, PE — 902.368.1719
Mactaquac Farm Equip. Ltd.
Mactaquac, NB — 506.363.2340
Sheehy Enterprises Ltd.
Shubenacadie, NS — 902.758.2002
Sussex Farm Supplies
Sussex, NB — 506.433.1699

INDUSTRY ROUNDUP

[

TAKEANEWAPPROACH.CA
A NEW WEBSITE BY
FARM MANAGEMENT CANADA

F

arm Management Canada (FMC) has
launched the online National Farm Business Management Resource Centre, now
available at www.takeanewapproach.ca.
Producers are encouraged to explore the new
website and browse the resources, programs
and research available, some at no cost.
The website was originally created by the
Agri-Food Management Institute (AMI),
which closed recently. FMC has now taken

over the website to continue providing farmers knowledge and resources, now launching a
new design and name.
As a one-stop shop, the website offers farm business resources that ensure Canada’s farmers are
equipped with skills development opportunities.
From business planning tools to workshops
and webinars, the website hosts farm business
management resources in a variety of formats to
meet different learning preferences and practices.

SAVE THE DATE FOR THE 2020
SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO DAIRY SYMPOSIUM
he Southwestern Ontario Dairy Symposium is a trade show and education event
dedicated to dairy producers. The 2020 symposium will take place on Feb. 20, 2020. The
event is planned and sponsored by Dairy Farmers of Ontario through its dairy producer
committees in Essex-Kent, Lambton, Middlesex, Elgin, Huron, Perth, Oxford, Waterloo,
Wellington, Brant, Norfolk, Wentworth, Haldimand and Niagara counties, in co-operation with
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs. Program and admission details will be
available shortly. To sponsor the event and to stay updated, visit dairysymposium.com or email
southwestdairysymposium@gmail.com. Sponsorship deadline is Jan. 10, 2020.

T

FREE ADMISSION TO
MANITOBA AGDAYS SHOW

T

he Manitoba AgDays show from Jan.
21 to 23, 2020, will feature agricultural production expertise, technology and equipment that attract exhibitors and
visitors from across Canada and north central
United States.
The AgDays Show takes place at the Keystone Centre in Brandon, Man., from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. each day. The show is free and includes free parking, shuttle buses and seminars.
No registration is needed. Speakers will focus
on agronomy challenges from the 2019 growing season, and include Rex Murphy from National Speakers Bureau Inc. and Drew Lerner,
senior agricultural meteorologist from World
Weather Inc.
For more information and the show schedule, visit www.agdays.com.
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PACIFIC
AGRICULTURE
SHOW, B.C.
DAIRY EXPO
he Pacific Agriculture Show will
highlight the latest innovative
equipment and technology for
the agriculture industry. The show will
be held from Jan. 30 to Feb. 1, 2020,
from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. each day at
the Tradex Exhibition Centre in Abbotsford, B.C.
Producers are invited to join thousands of farmers and agri-food producers to compare and investigate
the latest technology, trends and techniques available from more than 300
exhibitors.
The show attracts attendees from all
livestock and horticulture sectors, including dairy. The show represents the
scope and importance of the industry,
and features key industry meetings, including the B.C. Dairy Expo.
General admission is $15. Seniors
and 4-H member admission are $10,
and kids under 14 years old can attend for free.
For more information or tickets, visit
agricultureshow.net.

T

JERSEY CANADA PRESENTATIONS AT THE RAWF
ersey Canada thanks those who
attended the National Jersey Show
at the 2019 Royal Agricultural Winter
Fair (RAWF) in Toronto, Ont., in November,
where the following scholarship and
award were presented.
Brent Sayles, Jonas Haeni and
Jade Girard received the 2019 Youth
Scholarship to recognize their outstanding
interest, knowledge and achievement in
the Jersey breed.
Andrew Vander Meulen from Avonlea
Genetics Inc., in Brighton, Ont., received
the 2019 Curtis Clark Achievement
Award. This award is presented annually
at the RAWF to a Canadian dairy cattle
exhibitor who is respected for his or her
ability, sportsmanship and dedication,

J

chosen by former recipients.
For more information on Jersey
Canada scholarships and awards, visit
jerseycanada.com.

FROM LEFT are Steven Morin, presenting the Jersey Canada Youth Scholarship to Brent Sayles.
Photo courtesy of Jacob Lucs
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Dairy Farmers of Nova Scotia
annual general meeting
Jan. 15 to 16, 2020
Best Western Glengarry Hotel
Truro, N.S.
www.dfns.ca

4-H CANADA
ANNOUNCES YOUTH
BURSARY RECIPIENT
he Royal Agricultural Winter Fair
(RAWF), in partnership with 4-H Canada, offers the Jack Pemberton Youth
Development Bursary to a senior 4-H member outside of Ontario with an interest in agriculture and desire to attend the RAWF in
Toronto, Ont., in November.
Kira Axley was the 2019 recipient of the
$2,500 bursary, which covered the cost of
travel to and within Toronto for the event.
Axley has been a member of the
Czar-Metiskow 4-H Club, in Czar, Alta., for
nine years. Growing up on her family’s cattle
farm, Axley has developed a passion for the
agricultural industry.
For more information on 4-H Canada’s
bursaries, visit 4-h-canada.ca/bursaries.

T

TENTATIVE
HOLSTEIN CANADA
CLASSIFICATION
SCHEDULE
LATE DECEMBER: Holiday hours from
Dec. 21, 2019, to Jan. 3, 2020
EARLY JANUARY: Wellington, Oxford,
B.C.
MID-JANUARY: Perth
LATE JANUARY: Nipissing, Algoma,
Timiskaming, Cochrane, Thunder Bay,
Alberta, Manitoba
EARLY FEBRUARY: Dundas, Prescott,
Oxford
MID-FEBRUARY: Perth, Stormont,
Glengarry, Russell, Carleton, Niagara,
Wentworth, Brant
Italics indicate mid-round
classiﬁcations
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Lactanet
annual general meeting
Jan. 15, 2020, 8 to 9:30 a.m.
Fairmont Royal York Hotel
Toronto, Ont.
www.lactanet.ca

KEMPTVILLE COLLEGE
ALUMNI SCHOLARSHIPS
wo Kemptville College Alumni
Scholarships worth $500 each are
available to two students.
One scholarship will be awarded to
a student in an agriculture-related program, and the second to a student in a
food-related program.
Students must also have a relative
who graduated from Kemptville College. As part of the application process,
students will have to answer an essay
question about their career choice and
why they chose it.
Application forms are due Jan. 31,
2020. For more information, visit
kcalumni.ca, or contact Audrey Baker at a.bakercl@hotmail.com or 613283-5033.

T

GREY BRUCE
FARMERS’ WEEK

G

rey Bruce Farmers’ Week (GBFW)
will be hosting its 54th annual conference from Jan. 3 to 9, 2020, at
the Elmwood Community Centre in Elmwood, Ont.
GBFW is a seven-day agricultural conference featuring a program dedicated to each
of the major commodity groups in Grey
and Bruce counties and beyond. Dairy will
be featured on Jan. 6.
Each day includes a producer panel where
producers can learn from around 55 speakers from across Canada and the United
States. A meal and refreshments are included with attendance.
To attend in person, all days except the
horse day are $30, while the horse day is
$25. Children under five years old can attend for $5.
GBFW offers an online livestreaming option for attendees to take part in the event
virtually. A one-day ticket is $20, and the
full seven-day program is $100.

DAIRY FOCUS ATLANTIC 2020
he milk boards of Atlantic Canada have joined forces to host Dairy
Focus Atlantic, which is an Atlantic-wide dairy conference taking place at
the Casino New Brunswick in Moncton,
N.B., from March 17 to 19, 2020.
The event is combining and replacing Nova Scotia’s Dairy Focus and New
Brunswick’s Milk 2020 to become Atlantic
Canada’s leading dairy conference. Dairy
Focus Atlantic will have an estimated 300
participants or more, an expert speaker
program and more than 60 exhibitors.

T

Speakers include Gordie Jones, an independent dairy performance consultant, and Briana Hagan, a PhD candidate
of population medicine at the Ontario Veterinary College at the University of Guelph
under Andria Jones-Bitton, veterinarian,
epidemiologist and associate professor.
Strong today, stronger tomorrow is the
theme and vision behind Dairy Focus Atlantic. Full registration is $140, or $85 for
one day. Student registration is $80 for one
day. Visit dairyfocus.org to register and for
program details.

MILK MAKER FORAGE COMPETITION OPEN
he seventh annual Milk Maker Forage Competition is open to all forage grown for dairy production in
Canada. Classes include alfalfa hay, grass
hay, first-cut haylage, second- to fourthcut haylage, corn silage and brown midrib
corn silage. To compete, producers need
to submit samples for lab and visual analysis. Entry fee is $25 per submission.

T

There are six $500 first-place prizes
available to be won. Second place wins
$300, and third place wins $200.
The 2019 submission deadline is Jan.
17, 2020. For more information, submission forms, rules and regulations, visit
bit.ly/2rARGyo.
For questions, call 1-877-892-8663 or
email support@ontarioforagecouncil.com.
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MAKING MILK AFFORDABLE, ACCESSIBLE
Dairy Farmers of Ontario partners with Student Nutrition Ontario

O

ntario students will receive more milk
through local school nutrition programs, thanks to a new partnership
between Student Nutrition Ontario (SNO)
and Dairy Farmers of Ontario (DFO), which
launched Nov. 1, 2019.
To give back to local communities, DFO rebates 10 cents per serving of milk to local nutrition programs to help ensure children have
access to the nutrition they need.
“DFO’s goal with the rebate program is to
make more milk available to children in need,
focusing on nutritious meals to combat child
hunger across Ontario,” says Audrie Bouwmeester, DFO’s school programs manager.
SNO acts as a liaison: reporting milk purchases in each region, and receiving and distributing DFO’s milk rebate locally.
“The nutritional content of milk is phenomenal. It ensures students receive ideal nutrients
and calories they need to grow and learn,” says
Catherine Parsonage, co-chair of SNO, as well
as executive director and chief executive officer of the Toronto Foundation for Student
Success. “SNO is grateful to DFO and excited (about) the program. We couldn’t have better advocates.”
This new partnership grew from a pilot project conducted from January to April 2019 in
four test locations in Ontario—Ottawa, Toronto, North Bay and Guelph.
“(The pilot) was a tremendous success,” Bouwmeester says. “SNO has a wide reach across
Ontario, and DFO is appreciative of its connections. It’s a beneficial and philanthropic
partnership.”
Through SNO’s partner groups, 31,918 additional litres of milk were served in the four
test areas.
“During the pilot, DFO donated $105,033
to nutrition programs through the rebate,” she

FOLLOW DAIRY FARMERS OF
ONTARIO ON SOCIAL MEDIA

@OntarioDairy
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says. As well, DFO saw a 14.4 per cent increase
in litres of milk consumed.
DFO’s board has given the milk rebate program the green light to run for one year until
the end of October 2020.
Bouwmeester says she hopes the program
will continue growing past the one-year mark.
Based on the pilot’s projections, DFO could
significantly increase its return on investment
in the new year, and expects an increase in all
areas over the first year of the program.

stretch modest government funding,” Parsonage says. “Most nutrition programs run on a
shoestring budget. Their most important resource is volunteers dedicating their time to local nutrition programs.”
SNO also receives funding from other partner groups, such as Egg Farmers of Ontario,
Breakfast Club of Canada, the Grocery Foundation, the Ontario Produce Marketing Association and the Ontario government.

INCREASING
ACCESS
DFO’s milk rebate and
SNO’s funding support local nutrition programs across Ontario that serve breakfast,
lunch and snacks to
children in schools. Often, the schools are in
low-income areas.
“The rebate program
has tremendous impact
because it makes milk
affordable,” Parsonage
says. “Some programs
aren’t able to serve milk
DFO’S MILK rebate helps fund local nutrition programs across Oneven once a week. The
tario that serve milk at no cost to schools so children can start their program helps break
days ready to learn and grow. During the pilot, DFO saw a 14.4 per
down the cost barrier.”
cent increase in litres of milk consumed.
Local nutrition programs offer a variety of meal plans. SNO enBETTER NUTRITION
sures programs follow the nutritional guideFOR BETTER LIVES
lines set out by the Canadian government
“SNO’s core mandate is to support local school
through Canada’s Food Guide, where milk
communities working to nourish children so
is included as a protein. Various programs
they’re ready to learn in school,” Parsonage
exist, including takeout-style bagged food,
says. “We know the nutritional value of milk—
food delivered to classrooms and sit-down
including calcium, vitamin D and others—are
buffet meals.
nutritional building blocks for children.”
“We’re creating opportunities for students to
SNO is made up of 14 representatives from
incorporate milk, the most nutritiously dense
lead agencies across Ontario. These agencies
food, into their diets at an early age, as well as
work with community partners to support losetting them up for successful, healthy lives,”
cal school communities often made up of parBouwmeester says. “For DFO, it’s the right
ents, relatives, communities, school boards and
thing to do.”
other volunteers who prepare and serve food in
For more information, questions or comlocal programs.
ments about DFO and SNO’s rebate program,
“Volunteer contributions and local funding
contact Bouwmeester at 905-817-2176 or
are key to how these local community groups
audrie.bouwmeester@milk.org.
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JohnDeere.com/6M
JohnDeere.ca/6M

We didn’t just design the
6M Series Tractors with you in mind.
We designed them with you by our side.
Before we even hit the drawing board, we talked with farmers,
HHWRZQHUVDQGPRUHWROHDUQZKDWWKH\QHHGLQDPLGVL]HXWLOLW\WUDFWRU
Visit your John Deere dealerWRH[SHULHQFHWKHWUDFWRU\RXGHVLJQHGɒZLWKPRUH
YLVLELOLW\EHWWHUPDQHXYHUDELOLW\DQGPRUHRSWLRQVWRW\RXUQHHGV

The 6M.
Reimagined by you. For you.
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By Jennifer Nevans

FROM LEFT BACK are Charlotte, 14,
Lochlan, 7, (front) Kael, 12, and Eamon
Morrison, 10.
Photo courtesy of Boyo Photography
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hether it’s believing in Santa during the
holiday season or believing sick kids will
one day recover from their illnesses, the
Morrison family knows firsthand the magic that can
happen when small hearts believe big.
The dairy farming family’s belief in doctors
and nurses at the Hospital for Sick Children
in Toronto, Ont., is what gives hope to other
families in their position.
“We were told only a small number of kids
around the world had ever been diagnosed
with this terminal disease—patients usually
didn’t survive past 12 years old,” says Emily
Morrison, former dairy educator and wife of a
dairy farmer from Frankville, Ont.
That’s what she heard from doctors after her son,
Kael, was diagnosed with a rare genetic condition
called STAT1 mutation in May 2013.
“It was difficult to hear those words,” she
says of her then six-year-old son’s diagnosis.
Kael was admitted into SickKids hospital in

November 2013 to undergo a bone marrow
transplant. It would be another year before he
would be able to return home, and during his
time at the hospital, the young boy was kept in
reverse isolation for six months with no visitors
except his parents.
“It wasn’t until his eighth birthday before he
was allowed to return home,” Morrison says,
who describes the entire ordeal as a “scary, mindnumbing, heart-wrenching roller-coaster. Looking
back, I’m not sure how we managed it all.”
But the Morrisons got through it. They
owe a lot of Kael’s treatment and recovery
to the staff at SickKids hospital. Kael’s team
comprised of doctors, nurses, physiotherapists,
pharmacists, nutritionists, child life specialists,
social workers and teachers.
The entire team was deeply involved and
dedicated to Kael’s care, meeting the family
often to determine the best course of action for
him. Not only were staff involved in his treatment,

KAEL MORRISON showcasing his
apple mustache during Halloween
in 2014, after spending nearly a
year in hospital.

but they were also heavily involved in ensuring
that even though Kael was in isolation during his
recovery, he would not be entirely alone.
“He missed kids, he missed playing and he
missed his family, but that’s when the staff at
SickKids really stepped up,” Morrison says. “They
would come to visit him when they could. Many
late nights or early mornings when Kael couldn’t
sleep because of the steroids, nurses would play
video games with him.”
Nurses also participated in his surveys, his dressup days and any games he organized. Despite the
world continuing to revolve outside his isolation
room, nurses were determined to ensure Kael
could still have childhood experiences.
When Kael wanted to bake, his child life
specialist brought him tools and ingredients to mix
together his culinary creations and then took them
away to be baked and cooled before returning
them to Kael. He would often serve SickKids staff
desserts from his room—just so he could visit with

FROM LEFT are Charlotte, Andrew,
Eamon, Lochlan, Kael and Emily Morrison.
Photo courtesy of Boyo Photography
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more people.
“SickKids staff never gave up on him and
never stopped trying to make him smile,”
Morrison says. “The key to a happy patient? A
nurse who is willing to be silly and have fun—
and we had a lot of those.”
It’s stories like this that inspire Ontario dairy
farmers’ commitment to supporting SickKids
and other children’s hospitals in Ottawa,
Hamilton and London.
Through Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s (DFO)
Milk and Cookies campaign, DFO and other
program partners will be helping small hearts
believe big by donating a minimum of $500,000
to children’s hospitals across the province.
“Ontario dairy farmers are deeply committed
to supporting the communities they’ve worked
and lived in for generations, which is why they’re
giving back to local children’s hospitals across
Ontario and helping all small hearts believe big
this holiday season,” says Sean Bredt, DFO’s chief
marketing and business development officer.
The campaign launched during the Toronto
Santa Claus parade on Nov. 17 and will run until
Dec. 28. As part of the campaign, a portion of milk
and Oreo cookie purchases at Sobeys, Walmart
and Longo’s will benefit children’s hospitals across
the province.
In addition, families are invited to share
what Santa’s perfect milk glass looks like
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PICTURED ARE Eamon, Kael and Lochlan Morrison, taken in February 2015.
Photo courtesy of Boyo Photography

on social media. For every idea shared on
Instagram, DFO will donate $1 to SickKids,
up to a maximum of $20,000.
“Every year, hundreds of children across
Ontario spend the holidays in the hospital,” says
Lori Davison, vice-president of brand strategy
and communications at SickKids Foundation.
“Donations help fund activities and comfort items
that make that time in the hospital feel just a bit
more like home.”
Thanks to these efforts from SickKids, Kael
is doing well now, and while he continues to
struggle with other health issues, Morrison says
he’s persevering.
“We choose to support SickKids—not just
because of Kael but because they’re taking the lead
in finding answers, making changes and impacting
the lives of our next generation,” Morrison says.
“There will never be enough words to thank them
for all they did for Kael.”
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armers are known for feeding their
communities, and for the last quarter
century, Ontario dairy farmers have taken it
a step further by helping feed those less fortunate.
The Ontario Association of Food Banks,
now known as Feed Ontario, celebrated its 25th
anniversary two years ago, and in 2020, the
Ontario dairy industry will be celebrating the same
milestone of giving back to families in need.
“We’re proud of our long association with
Feed Ontario,” says Cheryl Smith, chief executive
officer of Dairy Farmers of Ontario (DFO). “It’s
important to ensure everyone has access to highquality, nutritious dairy products. Ontario dairy
farmers are grateful for this program, which allows
them to give back to their communities.”
Through the milk donation program, dairy
farmers donate nearly a million litres of milk a year,
milk transporters pick up and deliver the milk at
no cost, and 11 fluid milk plants process, package
and distribute milk free of charge.
The dairy industry contribution goes a long
way to ensuring those most vulnerable receive the
nutrients they need, and the support helps relieve
the staggering number of Ontario families that go
to work or school hungry every day.
Feed Ontario has a network of around 130
direct member food banks and more than
1,100 affiliate member relief agencies across
the province—all supporting around 510,000
adults, children and seniors who visit more than
three million times per year.
“We are so incredibly grateful for the support
we receive from dairy farmers, processors and
transporters,” says Carolyn Stewart, executive
director of Feed Ontario.
Over the last 25 years, the milk donation
program has grown significantly. What started
as one dairy farmer in the Ottawa area has now
expanded to include 370 farmers donating
nearly a million litres of milk annually.
More specifically, the program’s origins go back
to July 1992 when dairy producer Allan Simpson,
along with Ottawa Food Bank director Dick
Hudson, presented a food bank donation concept
to the Prescott County milk committee.
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A proposal later went to DFO’s board, requesting
a program where producers could donate toward
the Ottawa Food Bank. Eleven dairy producers
and one processor tested the concept during the
milk donation trial project, which ran from March
to December 1994. The project received positive
feedback and as a result, the pilot project turned
into a permanent province-wide program that
launched in August 1995.
Today, the program continues to remain strong
with producers, transporters and processors
donating milk or services. Milk is one of the most
requested items for families and children across the
province, Stewart says, making the Ontario milk
donation program a staple for Feed Ontario.
“It’s our longest standing program with any
commodity group, and we actually use the milk
program as a basis to launch programs with other
groups,” Stewart says. “Thanks to the structure and
framework the dairy industry created and led the
way with, we now have programs with producers of
eggs, pork, turkey and chicken.”
The dairy industry has not only provided
significant milk donations, it’s been the leader
in showing the agricultural industry the kinds of
donation programs that can exist and how other
farmers can support communities across Ontario,
Stewart says.
“The Ontario dairy industry produces some
of the highest quality milk and it would not be
possible without the collaboration of all parts of
the industry,” says Tim Holmes, general manager
of the Ontario Milk Transport Association. “This is
especially evident when we look at the longstanding

and successful Ontario milk donation program.
For the last 25 years, producers, processors
and transporters have worked together for the
betterment of our communities.”
All three partners are looking forward to seeing
this collaboration reach its next milestone and
continue to supply nutritious milk to more than
half a million people every month.
“It’s great all three partners are in place
supporting this,” says Christina Lewis, president
of the Ontario Dairy Council. “The program
wouldn’t run without all of us, so I think it’s great
this collaborative effort has reached this milestone.”
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Jennifer Nevans
is assistant editor of Milk Producer magazine.
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ALBERTA
Giving back is immensely important to Alberta
dairy farmers. In fact, Alberta’s farm families
believe supporting those less fortunate is an
important part of being a dairy farmer. As a
result, Alberta Milk supports several initiatives
each year in order to help those in need.
For example, Alberta Milk contributes
$27,000 to support lunch programs in
Edmonton, Alta., through e4c. This nonprofit, charitable organization is dedicated to
helping vulnerable people, as well as preventing
and eventually, eliminating poverty through its
focus areas, including food security, shelter and
housing, community and collaborations, and
education and skills development.
Alberta Milk also contributes $27,000 a
year to Brown Bagging for Lunch programs
in Calgary, Alta., and gives $6,000 a year to
the Edmonton youth emergency shelter.
Its annual Milk and Cookies Shack at the
Calgary Stampede provides a serving of milk
and a cookie or wagon wheel for $2, with all
proceeds—more than $15,000 in 2019—
donated to the Calgary Food Bank.
“Alberta Milk donates funds to ensure these
kids have access to dairy products,” says Karlee
Conway, Alberta Milk’s communications
specialist.
The e4c organization, Brown Bagging for
Lunch and the emergency shelter focus on
30
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supporting young people.
“Kids can’t learn properly if they don’t have
nutrition, so Alberta’s dairy farmers feel we can
help them keep full bellies and have one less
worry by supplying a nutritious dairy product
like milk,” Conway says.

SASKATCHEWAN
SaskMilk makes ongoing donations and
sponsorships to several charitable initiatives
and organizations in both Regina, Sask., and
Saskatoon, Sask., ranging from food banks and
soup kitchens to daily meal providers and daycares.
“Milk is in high demand in every
organization, and SaskMilk is happy to provide
funding to ensure families have access to milk
and the nutrition it provides,” says Julie Ell,
SaskMilk’s communications co-ordinator.
“Dairy farmers are community members who
know the importance of ensuring everyone has
access to the nutritional benefits of milk.”
For example, SaskMilk’s donation to Souls
Harbour Rescue Mission in Regina allows
the mission’s two daycares to use milk in their
meals every day, as well as send an additional
two-litre jug of milk home with families twice
a month. Milk is also used in Souls Harbour’s
Shayil Program, a yearlong residential
addiction treatment program for women and
their children.
SaskMilk also donates to the Friendship

Inn in Saskatoon to purchase milk for daily
meal programs and school bagged lunch
program for seven months. Donated milk
from SaskMilk to the Saskatoon and Regina
Food Banks is distributed throughout the
province. Donations in Saskatoon support
7,330 family visits to the Saskatoon Food
Bank alone.
SaskMilk also collects shoe boxes filled with
toys and a healthy snack for inner city children
through Touching Lives of Children @Home,
as well as participates in Coats for Kids, which
collects coats for youth between September
and November, and gives a donation to Jim
Pattison Children’s Hospital.
“Giving back is top of mind for dairy
farmers, and we are proud to have developed
relationships with these amazing organizations,”
Ell says.

MANITOBA
Manitoba dairy farmers are having a major
impact on generations of Manitobans
through their charitable donations. Dairy
Farmers of Manitoba’s (DFM) vision to help
feed local families by donating milk to food
banks around the province began 27 years
ago. It continues today in partnership with
milk transporters, processors and Winnipeg
Harvest, a not-for-profit, community-based
organization that collects and shares surplus
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

food with people who are hungry, and offers
training opportunities to help people step out
of poverty.
It starts with dairy farmers producing
high-quality milk. Transporters then donate
their services to pick up and transport the
milk from the farms to processing plants at
no charge. Finally, processors process the
milk and cheese as a donation as well. Once
delivered to Winnipeg Harvest, the milk
and dairy products are shared through the
Manitoba Association of Food Banks and
nearly 400 agencies, including soup kitchens,
food banks and youth programs.
“Manitoba dairy farmers are committed to
supporting and giving back to the communities
they live and work in,” says David Wiens,
DFM’s chair. “That’s why partnering with
Winnipeg Harvest is paramount. We are
honoured to have an opportunity each month
to give back to Manitoba families in need
through our milk donations. These donations
play a small role in Winnipeg Harvest’s
mission, but we know it means the world to
those who need it.”
In 2018, DFM donated 320,000 litres of
milk that was transported, processed and given
to Winnipeg Harvest.

NOVA SCOTIA
Dairy Farmers of Nova Scotia (DFNS) is
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

involved in a program that has successfully
provided nutrition to Nova Scotians in need
for many years.
Each year, DFNS purchases $8,000 of skim
milk powder and donates it on behalf of all
producers to Feed Nova Scotia. Feed Nova
Scotia’s mission is to increase food security
through food distribution, education and
collaboration. It’s the umbrella organization
that distributes two million kilograms of
donated food, including skim milk powder
from DFNS, to food banks, soup kitchens and
bakeries across the province.
“Dairy producers in the province wanted to
support those who have less opportunity for
quality protein and good nutrition,” says Brian
Cameron, DFNS’s general manager. “While
many Feed Nova Scotia clients also qualify
for social benefits, producers providing dairy
protein can always help. Skim milk powder is a
versatile product that can be incorporated into
many diets.”

NEW BRUNSWICK
Dairy Farmers of New Brunswick (DFNB)
focuses on youth in the province with its
charitable contributions. It funds milk
products at sporting events, such as hockey
tournaments, and has purchased jerseys for
one of the province’s girls’ hockey teams. It
also donates $2,500 to the provincial 4-H

association every year to help offset some
of its program costs. This includes helping
pay for the New Brunswick 4-H youth who
wins a trip to the World Dairy Expo in
Wisconsin.
Paul Gaunce, DFNB’s chair, says it’s selfserving since many 4-H youth are in agriculture,
“so we’re supporting our own industry and the
leaders of tomorrow. 4-H is a great leadership
program for kids since they learn governance,
leadership and some agriculture, and there are
dairy kids involved as well.”
A new educational initiative DFNB
supports is taking Moonica, a life-size cow
that people can learn to milk, to agricultural
fairs and exhibitions. They’re also working
with the New Brunswick Agricultural Alliance
to sponsor hiring a person to go into schools
as part of the Agriculture in the Classroom
program. Moonica will be available for this
program as well.
Gaunce says dairy farmers across Canada
produce milk every day for the well-being of
Canadians across the country, so it makes sense
to give back in these ways.
“It’s just good community spirit,” Gaunce says.

Trudy Kelly Forsythe
is an award-winning freelance journalist.
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DFC HIGHLIGHTS
Photo courtesy of Caitlin MacLeod
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GRASS-FED STANDARDS
DFC launches pilot project for national standard for grass-fed cows’ milk

D

airy Farmers of Canada (DFC)
recently launched the National
Standard for the Production of Milk
from Grass-fed Cows pilot project in response
to growing consumer demand for grass-fed
milk products.
The national standard requires at least 75
per cent of total dry matter intake (DMI) of a
lactating herd consist of forage throughout the
year. The remaining 25 per cent of the diet can
comprise grains and supplements, including
corn silage, which ensures a balanced diet and
adequate energy and nutrients for optimal

health and milk production.
Farms must be certified and audited by
qualified third-party certification bodies
identified by DFC to ensure they meet program
requirements.
The new standard is launching as a one-year
pilot project as approved by DFC’s board in
September 2019. During that period, farmers
who choose to produce milk from grass-fed
cows using the standard must adhere to the
new requirements.
Producers participating in the program
will have their farm’s milk biomarkers tested
at regular intervals by a laboratory certified
by their provincial board. These tests will be
completed six times yearly, or about one test

STAY INFORMED WITH
DFC’S DAIRY EXPRESS
Sign up now for Dairy Express, Dairy Farmers of Canada’s
e-newsletter. Email communications@dfc-plc.ca to have
your name added to the mailing list.
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every two months.
DFC will collect data during the pilot
period, including diet, efficacy of the
biomarker testing and other elements, which
will be used to improve the program. The data
will be compiled into a report and presented to
DFC’s board in 2020 where the guidelines and
standard will be re-evaluated and optimized for
producers, processors and consumers.
Based on feedback from processors and
provincial associations, the new logo certifying
a product contains only grass-fed milk will
not be made available until the one-year pilot
project is completed. After the official launch,
processors will have the option of including the
new logo on products that meet the program’s
standards.
The standard was established in consultation
with producers, provincial producer boards and
processors, as well as representatives from dairy
processors’ associations, ruminant nutrition
experts and university researchers. The program
also follows Canadian Food Inspection Agency
guidance for this type of claim.
The standards are available online at www.
dairyfarmersofcanada.ca. For more information,
send an email to grassfedmilk@dfc-plc.ca.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

By Kateryna Dmytrakova
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ENVIRONMENT MODULE
Canada-wide pilot project for proAction’s environment module planned for early 2020

U

ntil recently, consumers’ food choices were mostly based on sensory
characteristics and aspects of lifestyle, diet, health issues and religion. Nowadays, the food industry has seen a dramatic
rise in consumer interest about where their
food comes from.
Although much attention has been given
to animal welfare, the public is also focusing
increasingly on the environmental impact of
farming. Dairy Farmers of Canada’s (DFC)
proAction environment module will prove to
consumers dairy farmers are committed to caring for the environment.

ENVIRONMENT MODULE
IMPLEMENTATION
The environment module has been largely discussed over the last few years. A phased
implementation was being considered up until recently, with phase one limited to the environmental farm plan (EFP), and phase two

covering additional requirements.
A phased implementation allows requirements to be rolled out over a longer period.
However, producers have raised concerns about
this approach because of inefficiencies and costs
associated with delivering communication and
training programs in a fragmented manner.
As a result of this feedback, earlier this year,
DFC asked provincial boards to consider moving away from staggered implementation and
instead, rolling out all environment requirements at once. At its November 2019 meeting,
the proAction committee approved a recommendation to DFC’s board to follow this approach. If approved, all environment module
requirements will become mandatory at the
same time in September 2021.

PILOT PROJECT
The environment module is currently under
development with an on-farm pilot project
launching in early 2020.

The pilot project will test requirements and
gain feedback from producers to ensure onfarm implementation is feasible. The pilot
project will be held in each province on farms
of different sizes and configurations. About
100 Canadian producers will participate in the
pilot project with about 20 from Ontario.
In early 2020, Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s
(DFO) field service representatives will conduct mock environment validations on Ontario farms as part of the pilot project.

DRAFT ENVIRONMENT
REQUIREMENTS
In addition to completing an EFP, the draft
program is expected to include requirements
related to:
• Proper management of milking centre wastewater to avoid pollution;
• Adequate manure storage to prevent contaminating water and avoid spreading in frozen or
saturated ground;
• Use of soil testing results, which are conducted at least every three years, to establish adequate use of manure and fertilizer;
• Plastic waste management to avoid on-farm
burning or burying;
• Completion of a checklist to identify voluntary
practices implemented on-farm related to biodiversity, greenhouse gases and silage seepage.
To reiterate, the above requirements are in
draft form and may be adjusted before the pilot.
When the pilot project concludes, DFC’s
environment working group will analyze the
results, further adjust requirements where
needed and finalize the environment program
for approval by the proAction committee and
DFC’s board.

Kateryna Dmytrakova
is Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s
assurance programs analyst.

PROACTION’S ENVIRONMENT module is underway with an on-farm pilot project
launching in early 2020.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA
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FARMING ALONE
Stress can not only damage producers’ health but can result in stress for those around them

W

orking alone is one of the leading
causes of stress in agricultural workplaces. In some instances, it can’t be
eliminated but it can be dealt with productively.
Working alone can be physically dangerous—
from sustaining an injury in an isolated location
or succumbing to a sudden illness with no one
aware or close enough to help in a timely manner.
However, the negative effects of working
alone run much deeper than the more obvious
physical consequences. Working alone has psychosocial ramifications that are not as easy to
identify as a broken bone or sprained back but
can be just as harmful.
While the negative effects of working alone
apply to all workplaces, agriculture is particuThis article was prepared by Workplace Safety &
Prevention Services (WSPS). For more information,
visit www.wsps.ca or contact WSPS at customercare@wsps.ca.

larly susceptible. Whether it’s long hours in a
tractor during harvest, fence mending far from
other farmworkers or doing a complicated repair in a confined space, working alone is often
part of the job.
Many farmers focus on preventing physical
injuries that can occur when working alone,
and often, the negative mental effects that
come with working alone doesn’t get as much
attention. Long hours alone can play havoc
with one’s mental state. For those whose livelihood depends on successful harvests and other
intangibles, these extended times alone are fertile ground for problems and concerns to take
hold, become amplified in their minds and culminate in extreme stress.
Stress can prevent producers from focusing on the jobs at hand, and even a momentary lapse in concentration can quickly lead to
physical injury or worse.

DEALING WITH STRESS
• Stop: Before producers or farmworkers
work alone, they should take a moment to
assess the situation;
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• Think: Is there anything to cause farmworkers to believe they may not do well working
alone, especially for an extended period of time?
Have they been working alone for consecutive
work shifts in a stressful environment, such as a
confined space? Are they aware of any personal
challenges that they may be dealing with, which
could make them particularly vulnerable?
• Act: Identify actions that could help alleviate
the potential for stress. If farmworkers have been
working alone for consecutive shifts in a confined space, consider rotating their work schedule with someone else. Check in with them on
how they feel about working alone. This can be
done without crossing any personal boundaries.
Producers need to do a self-evaluation and
consider any adverse effects due to working
alone. There may be options producers have
not considered that could alleviate their stress.
Not only can stress damage people’s health but it
can cause stress for those around them, including co-workers and families. By recognizing the
stress that can come when working alone, producers can take corrective actions that will lead
to more positive work experiences.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA
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TIMING MATTERS
By Lilian Schaer

RISKS OF WINTER
MANURE SPREADING
Timing Matters project shows farmers are keen to better understand winter nutrient loss

M

any Ontario farmers remember fall
2018 for the extended periods of
wet weather that delayed harvest and
made fieldwork a challenge.
However, despite challenging circumstances
where many livestock farmers struggled to spread
manure before winter, a pilot project monitoring
nutrient application on frozen or snow-covered
ground in the Lake Erie watershed last year found
relatively few occurrences.
“The weather was definitely a challenge last fall
with many fields too wet to get into, so we view
this as a positive sign,” says Mike Mitchell, pork
producer and chair of the Timing Matters: Peer to
Peer project committee.
Reports of winter nutrient application incidents
in the Lake Erie basin last winter were passed on
to the respective commodity organization, which
then assigned a farmer to contact the producer in
question to discuss nutrient management.
“Farmers understand the risk of nutrient loss
in spring melt water and want to do the right
thing,” Mitchell says. “The vast majority of producers we talk to know there is an issue with
(winter spreading).”
Timing Matters is part of the proactive efforts by Ontario’s livestock commodity groups,
the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs (OMAFRA), Farm & Food Care
Ontario (FFCO) and other agricultural organizations. The purpose of the project is to raise
awareness of the environmental risks to water
quality as a result of applying manure on frozen
and snow-covered ground.
Applying manure to fields at the right time—
when the ground isn’t frozen or snow covered—
means nutrients stay in the soil instead of entering
streams, rivers and lakes where they can negatively impact the environment. When soil is frozen,
there’s no capacity for water to enter the ground—
it will take the path of least resistance, leaving nutrients on the surface at risk of being washed away.
According to recent OMAFRA research, winter rain and thaw occur more often than generally thought, making it easy for nutrients to run
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

RESEARCH SHOWS applying manure in early winter can pose less environmental
risk than applying later in the winter.
Photo courtesy of the Timing Matters: Peer to Peer project committee

off into water courses instead of staying on the
ground. Straw from solid manure may still be visible in the field, but that doesn’t mean nutrients are
still there. They could have easily made their way
into water courses.
According to the pilot project results, farmers
who are most likely to spread manure in the winter
have a shortage of manure storage or were affected
by the late, wet fall and were unable to empty liquid manure tanks before the ground froze.
Some producers feel there is less risk of soil
compaction when manure—whether solid or liquid—is taken out in the winter, while others want
to finish spreading manure before the busy spring
planting season gets underway. However, this can
result in nutrients that are applied late in the winter being washed away by winter rain or spring
melt water.
This winter, the Timing Matters committee will
be ramping up its efforts to raise awareness and understanding about the risks of nutrient loss and
what actions farmers can take to avoid spreading
manure on frozen or snow-covered ground.
“Our goal is to promote better manure management, equipment and year-round planning to reduce the likelihood of nutrient loss to spring melt
water and late winter rain,” says Bruce Kelly, project manager at FFCO.
For farmers with full manure storages during the
winter, OMAFRA field crop sustainability specialist Christine Brown has tips on how to minimize

the impact of application:
• Consider renting alternative storage from a neighbour or, for solid manure, temporary field storages
away from water sources and tile locations;
• If storage shortage is a perennial problem, plan
ahead to determine best locations for application.
Where possible, apply in early winter since research
shows this can pose less environmental risk than
applying later in the winter;
• Choose the flattest fields possible that are furthest
away from water courses and surface inlets and
have the most crop residue or cover;
• Avoid applying in areas of the field where water
runs or ponds during spring melt;
• Keep application rates low;
• Monitor the field where nutrients have been applied and be ready to implement a contingency
plan if needed.
For more information on manure stewardship, visit at https://www.farmfoodcareon.org/timing-matters/.
In addition, Timing Matters representatives will
be attending numerous agricultural and rural events
during the winter, including the FarmSmart conference in Guelph, Ont., on Jan. 18, 2020.

This article is provided by Farm & Food Care
Ontario as part of the Timing Matters: Peer to
Peer pilot project
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CALF CARE CORNER
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SIMPLE, BUT THOROUGH
Producers should follow protocols for cleaning milk feeding equipment

W

hen calf feeders run into health challenges in the barn, they often look
for a magic bullet to make problems
disappear. If only raising calves was a simple as
a magic bullet when challenges arise.
What can be done is prevention. One of the
biggest health challenges for calves is scours,
which can be caused by bacteria—the easiest way
to control bacteria is with good barn hygiene.
Feeding equipment that’s not cleaned properly can easily become a breeding ground for
bacteria. No matter how producers deliver milk
to calves, it’s vital milk feeding equipment,
such as bottles, nipples, buckets, hoses, mixing instruments, storage containers, etc., are
cleaned and sanitized after every use. It sounds
simple, but when time is short, it tends to be
the first task dropped off the chore list.
Farmers should consult the manufacturer’s
recommendations and their veterinarians to
develop a standard operating procedure (SOP)
for cleaning feeding equipment. It doesn’t have
to be complicated, but it does have to be thorough. The naked eye is not able to see bacteria,
so following sound protocols will help prevent
challenges that keep producers in the barn longer than planned.
An example of a simple but thorough protocol for cleaning milk feeding equipment includes:
• Rinsing with lukewarm water—between 26.5
degrees Celsius to 43 C—to remove organic material and improve the effectiveness of chlorine;
• Soaking feeding equipment in hot water—more than 49 C—with chlorinated alkaline detergent;
• Washing inside and outside the bottle with a
brush and soap, using smaller brushes for hard

Calf Care Corner delivers the latest information
and ideas to help you improve the way calves are
raised on your farm. If you have any comments or
questions about Calf Care Corner, send an email
to info@calfcare.ca. Follow Calf Care Corner on
Facebook and Twitter @CalfCareCorner, and sign up
for monthly e-blasts at www.calfcare.ca.
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FOR AUTOMATED calf feeders, it’s important to ensure sanitation chemicals are maintained and nipples are cleaned daily and changed when they become misshapen.

to reach places, such as nipples, tube feeders
and milk lines;
• Rinsing in warm water—about 21 C—with
an acid solution to create an acidic environment that prevents bacterial growth;
• Drying equipment completely. Don’t stack
buckets until they are completely dried. Bacteria like dark moist areas. Also, don’t forget to
wear gloves.
For automated calf feeders, it’s important to
ensure sanitation chemicals are maintained and
nipples are cleaned daily and changed when
they become misshapen. The machine’s mixing

bowl can accumulate powder and residues that
attract insects and should be cleaned daily.
There are no magic bullets when it comes to
raising calves. It takes a few minutes a day to
ensure feeding equipment is cleaned properly. It sounds basic, but it works. Don’t forget
to double check water temperatures and ensure
everyone involved with feeding calves is trained
on the same protocol.
Consistency is key to raising healthy, strong
calves. For more information on cleaning
feeding equipment and calf housing, visit
www.calfcare.ca.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

EASY WATERING. TOUGH WATERERS.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Jan.
3

DFO AGM

Jan.
14-16

LE SALON DE L’AGRICULTURE

Our best wishes for
the new year
to come!

TCU Place
Saskatoon, Sask.
cropsphere.com

Fairmont Royal York Hotel
Toronto, Ont.
bit.ly/dfoagm2019

L’Espace Saint-Hyacinthe
St. Hyacinthe, Que.

www.agricle.com/en

1 8 8 8 9 9 4 -3 1 3 0

Winter is coming!

salondelagriculture.com

LACTANET CANADA AGM

Ltd.

The Fairmont Royal York
Toronto, Ont.

Watchژfor your

lactanet.ca

DAIRY FARMERS OF
NOVA SCOTIA AGM
Best Western Glengarry Hotel
Truro, N.S.

Mapleview
Calf Coat

dfns.ca

Jan.
21-23

MANITOBA AG DAYS

Jan.
28-30

FARMTECH 2020

Jan. 30Feb. 1

Keystone Centre
Brandon, Man.

included in
full skids of
Mapleview calf
milk replacers.

agdays.com

Edmonton Expo Centre
Edmonton, Alta.
farmtechconference.com

PROGRESSIVE DAIRY OPERATORS’
YOUTH BUSINESS WORKSHOP
Guelph, Ont.
pdo-ontario.ca

PACIFIC AGRICULTURAL SHOW
Tradex Exhibition Centre
Abbotsford, B.C.

Easy to mix

CROP CONNECT CONFERENCE
Victoria Inn Hotel and
Convention Centre
Winnipeg, Man.
cropconnectconference.ca
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Wishing you a

Highest quality ingredients

agricultureshow.net

Optimum digestibility

Feb.
12-13

Pasture

greybrucefarmersweek.ca

Jan.
14-16

Jan.
29

Troughs

Elmwood Community Centre
Elmwood, Ont.

Jan.
14-15

Jan.
15-16

Heated

DAIRY DAY AT GREY BRUCE
FARMERS’ WEEK

CROP SPHERE

Jan.
15

Bowls

& a Happy New Year!

For use in computer feeders or hand mixing
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FOCUS ON FEED
By Trevor DeVries and Casey Havekes

[

DRY COW DIETS
Getting the right straw chop length in dry cow diets

F

eeding dry cows a controlled-energy diet is
increasingly popular in the Canadian dairy
industry. These diets include a large portion
of low nutrient-dense ingredients, such as wheat
straw, and are designed to help dry cows maximize their intake, particularly in volume, while
controlling the amount of total energy consumed.
As a result, this has potential post-calving
benefits, including greater rumen capacity at
calving and greater dry matter intake (DMI)
through the early postpartum period. By controlling energy consumption leading up to
calving, body condition gain is minimized, and
subsequent risk of ketosis and other health issues post-calving may be reduced.
Despite these potential benefits, there are
risks associated with feeding such diets. Straw
is a dry, bulky forage, particularly when its particle size is long. High inclusion rates within
a dry diet may slow passage rate from the rumen and limit DMI. Diets containing a high
amount of dry forage, particularly with a long
particle size, are prone to sorting, which compromises the balance of nutrients cows are expected to consume based on ration formulation. It also may reduce the nutritive balance of
feed left in the bunk throughout the day. Overall, this may result in inconsistencies in what
cows consume—within and between cows.
Since the goal of controlled-energy dry cow diets is to promote consistent and high consumption, minimizing feed sorting is a critical component to a feeding program’s success.
From a practical standpoint, many farmers are challenged with making straw particle
size in their cows’ dry cow diets short enough
to minimize sorting. University of Guelph researchers recently analyzed how straw particle size in controlled-energy dry cow diets affects predicted outcomes. Specifically,
38
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RESEARCH AT the University of Guelph indicates not providing short straw particle
size in a high-straw dry cow diet can have negative impacts on intake, feed sorting
and metabolic health in early lactation.

they tested whether they could improve intake, reduce sorting and promote overall
health and productivity of transition cows by
reducing straw particle size in a high-straw dry
cow diet.
A University of Guelph study at Elora Research Station – Dairy Facility examined cows
entering their second lactation or greater at dry
off—about 45 days prior to calving.
Throughout the dry period, cows were fed a
total mixed ration (TMR) containing 36 per
cent corn silage, 35 per cent dry cow pellet and
29 per cent wheat straw on a dry matter basis.
Prior to being added to the TMR, the straw

was chopped in a tub grinder. For half the
cows, the straw was chopped with a 2.54-centimetre (one-inch) screen, and for the other half,

Trevor DeVries is a professor and Canada
research chair in dairy cattle behaviour and welfare in
the department of animal biosciences at the University
of Guelph.
Casey Havekes completed her master of
science at the University of Guelph and is currently a
regional dairy specialist with Cornell University
Co-operative Extension.
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with a 10.16-cm (four-inch) screen. After calving, all cows were fed the same lactating diet regardless of their pre-calving dietary treatment.
As predicted, cows fed the shorter straw diet
sorted less extensively against the longest dietary
particles than cows fed the longer straw diet.
The increased sorting of the longer straw diet
not only changed its composition, researchers
observed cows consumed the feed more slowly,
which may have contributed to its lower overall DMI compared with the shorter straw diet.
The difference in DMI was most evident
during the week prior to calving. During that
time, cows fed the longer straw diet exhibited
a faster decline in intake, while those fed the
shorter straw diet were able to maintain a more
consistent intake over that week.
Despite no differences in feed consumption amounts post calving, researchers observed cows fed the longer straw diet had greater blood beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHB) levels
in the third week post-calving compared with
cows fed the shorter straw diet. Those cows also
had a greater maximum level of BHB. These results indicate these cows may have been experiencing a greater extent of negative energy bal-

WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

ance in early lactation.
Researchers also discovered cows fed the longer straw dry diet had poorer rumen health in
the first week post-calving as evidenced by a
more rapid drop in reticulorumen pH during
that period. These metabolic effects are most
likely attributable to differences between treatment groups in consistent intake—both in
amount and composition—in the week leading up to calving.
In summary, this research indicates not providing short straw particle size in a high-straw dry cow
diet can have negative impacts on intake, feed sorting and metabolic health in early lactation. Dry
forages, including straw, need to be chopped short
so the longest forage particles do not make up
more than five per cent of the total dry cow diet.
This project was financially supported
by a Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada Collaborative Research and Development Grant with Trouw
Nutrition Canada, as well as the Ontario
Agri-Food Innovation Alliance Research Program at the University of Guelph and the
Ontario Ministry of Agriculture, Food and
Rural Affairs.

MANY FARMERS are challenged
with making straw particle size in
their dry cow diets short enough to
minimize sorting.
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APPLIED SCIENCE
By Brian Van Doormaal

Reflecting on how genomic selection has improved genetics over the last 10 years

INCREASED GENETIC
PROGRESS
A direct and significant outcome of having genomic evaluations for the past 10 years is the
impact on the increased rate of genetic progress. Figure 1 shows this impact clearly since
40
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When genomics was introduced, artificial insemination (AI) companies around the world
were seemingly forced to embrace it. As some
companies started aggressively using genomic selection, others had to adopt it to stay competitive.
Science showed genomics was not a fad, and
technology had advanced to a point where deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) could finally be
used for genetic selection in dairy cattle. The
biggest advantage genomics provided to AI
companies was increased accuracy of genetic
information before purchasing bulls.
Genomics also allowed for use of younger sires and dams as the parents of the next
generation of young bulls without sacrificing accuracy. This translated to an unprecedented annual increase in the average genetic merit of young bulls entering AI throughout
North America, which now exceeds 120 lifetime profit index (LPI) points and $200 Pro$
per year.
With such a continuous year-over-year boost
in the genetic makeup of genomic young sires
offered through AI companies, these bulls
now represent two‐thirds of the total semen
market share in Canada.

LPI Points

BULL SELECTION AND USAGE

3000

Pro$

Figure 1: Rate of genetic progress achieved in Canadian Holsteins with genomics

1993

G

enomic evaluations were officially published in Canada in August 2019. The technology started
with Holsteins and was later applied to Jerseys, Ayrshires, Brown Swisses and Guernseys. Over the last 10 years, genomics has
changed dairy cattle selection and its impact on
genetic improvement.

1992

[

GENOMIC SELECTION

Year of Birth

ANNUAL LPI GAIN
Before Genomics: 46 points/yr
Past 5 Years: 102 points/yr

the steady rate of annual gain before genomics, which was 46 LPI points and $79 Pro$ per
year, suddenly switched after 2009.
During the past five years, the average rate
of genetic gain increased more than twofold,
reaching 102 LPI points and $180 Pro$ annually. The dashed lines since 2009 in Figure 1 reflect the expected genetic progress that
would have been achieved for both LPI and
Pro$ in Canadian Holsteins if genomics had
not been introduced.
Genomics has also had a significant impact on genetic progress achieved for individual traits, as shown in Figure 2. Positive genetic gain is now being realized for all
major production, conformation and functional traits in addition to Pro$, LPI and its

ANNUAL PRO$ GAIN
Before Genomics: 79$/yr
Past 5 Years: 180$/yr (2.26X)

three components.
Before genomics, in addition to losing ground for daughter fertility, persistency, milking temperament and the health and
fertility component of LPI, very little genetic progress was made for other traits, including fat and protein deviations, milking
speed, daughter calving ability and metabolic
disease resistance.
For the other 11 traits in Figure 2, the average rate of genetic gain realized with genomics has increased twofold. Genomics
provides an unprecedented opportunity to
realize selection objectives for lower heritability traits even if they have negative genetic correlations with traits of moderate or
higher heritability.
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

Figure 3: Number of Canadian-born Holstein
females genotyped per year
Figure 2: Genetic gain achieved in Canadian Holsteins during the last five years
compared with five years before the introduction of genomics
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Figure 4: Adoption of heifer genotyping by year
of birth for registered Holsteins in Canada

-0.24

2005 0.2%
Over the last 10 years, more than 3.2 million
genotypes have been accumulated in Lactanet’s genetic evaluation database, including
genotypes from animals around the world—
mainly the United States since it was agreed
at the onset Canada and the U.S. would
share all dairy cattle genotypes.
Figure 3 shows the evolution in the number of genotyped Canadian‐born Holstein
females since 2008. After an initial gradual
growth period, the trend levelled out from
2015 to 2017. For various reasons, one of
which was a 27 per cent reduction in the
cost of heifer genotyping in Canada, the
adoption of female genotyping in Holsteins
jumped to more than 37,000 in 2018. Activity so far this year indicates a projected volume of 53,000 females for 2019.
Figure 4 shows similar information with genotyping adoption rates expressed in terms of
percentage of females registered by Holstein
Canada by birth year. This figure shows market
penetration for heifer genotyping reached 12
per cent for registered Holsteins born in 2018.

LOOKING AHEAD
Implementing genomic evaluations and genomic selection use have started to impact
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

dairy cattle improvement strategies in Canada and globally. Given the experience with
genomic selection in the last 10 years, one
can expect to see the following over the next
10 years:
• Introduction of a variety of new traits of
economic and social importance—most of
which have not yet been considered by dairy
producers;
• Increased use of sexed semen, in vitro fertilization and other advanced reproductive
technologies, which also promote increased
use of beef semen to breed dairy cows;
• Use of DNA genotypes for improved selection strategies balancing genetic gain with
maintenance of genetic diversity, including
use of genome‐based mating programs;
• Significant restructuring and consolidation
of the AI sector, leading to a
handful of larger, multinational breeding
companies;
• Significant value‐added benefits from DNA
genotyping, including automated parentage
discovery and recording, as well as dairy animal and food product traceability.
The Canadian dairy industry is still at the
tip of the iceberg when it comes to the impact genomics and DNA genotypes will have
on the sector.

2006
2007
2008
2009
2010

0.5%
0.9%
1.6%
2.3%
3.2%

2011
Year of Birth

GENOTYPING ADOPTION

4.9%

2012

6.8%

2013

7.4%

2014

7.5%

2015

7.8%

2016

8.3%

2017

9.9%

2018

12.0%
% Registered Females Genotyped

Brian Van Doormaal
is Lactanet’s chief services ofﬁcer.
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RUMINATIONS
By Christine O’Reilly

[

GREENHOUSE GASES
Producing quality forage can help reduce dairy farming’s environmental
impact and contribute to managing production costs

H

arvesting crops at a less mature stage
can improve the nutritional quality
of grass silage. High-quality forage
has lower fibre content, which makes it easier
to digest, resulting in less time digesting in the
rumen. Research indicates these factors may
result in lower greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from rumen fermentation.
Harvesting earlier reduces forage yield per
cut. To store enough forage to meet herd
demands, producers may have to increase
the number of harvests per year, which can
increase the amount of fuel burned to produce
the crop. A strategy to address yield reduction associated with producing high-quality forage is to
increase forage crop acreage. However, farmers
are under pressure to do more with less land to
limit dairy farming’s environmental impact.
Researchers examined how forage production systems might impact dairy farm GHG
emissions. They used data from previous silage
feeding trials and modelled GHG emissions
for fat- and protein-corrected milk using the
HolosNor model.
HolosNor is a farm-scale model that estimates GHGs, including methane emissions

Christine O’Reilly
is a forage and grazing specialist with the Ontario Ministry
of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs.
Ruminations is prepared by the Ontario
Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Affairs livestock technology specialists
to provide information you can use on
your farm.
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(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2). It considers direct emissions from
livestock and forage production and estimates
the impact of indirect emissions from inputs,
such as fuel and fertilizer.
The model used data from three forage harvest windows—from May 30 to June 1 (H1),
June 6 to 8 (H2) and June 14 to 16 (H3). H3 is
the normal time for the first cut of dairy-quality silage in Norway. Feeding trials were also
supplemented with three levels of concentrate—four (C4), eight (C8) or 12 (C12) kilograms per head daily. In addition, cows in H1
were fed without concentrates, and cows in H3
were fed 16 kg of concentrate per head daily
for a total of 11 diet treatments. Weather and
soil data were included in the models.
The study showed methane from rumen
fermentation was the greatest source of emissions—2.5 times higher than emissions from
manure, the next highest source. In descending order, soil emissions of N2O, feed and fuel
were the next largest sources. Data showed soil
carbon emissions were negative, indicating
grass was capturing carbon rather than emitting CO2. Since rumen fermentation is the
biggest source of dairy farm GHG emissions,
it’s important to consider methods to reduce
GHG production through feed.
Results showed GHG emissions were lowest for diets using H1 silage and highest for
H3 silage. This supports past research suggesting higher quality forages produce less methane from rumen fermentation. In addition, H1
silage treatments also had lower manure meth-

ane and nitrous oxide emissions.
Higher concentrate levels did not prevent higher emissions from low-quality silage. However, feeding moderate amounts of
concentrate did reduce GHGs within a quality class, meaning H1C8 and H1C4 had the
lowest emission intensities of all tested diets—0.757 kg and 0.758 kg of CO2 equivalent per kg of fat- and protein-corrected milk,
respectively. In addition, the highest milk production within each silage quality class was
achieved by feeding moderate amounts of concentrate (H1C8, H2C8 and H3C12).
Though milk production could be maintained by feeding more concentrate with
low-quality silage, the environmental impact of doing so is greater than producing
high-quality forage. It’s beneficial in terms of
farm profitability to feed high-quality forage
and reduce purchasing concentrate. In addition, society expects ongoing improvement in
emissions reduction, and without demonstrated effort to achieve reductions, consumer dollars will be spent elsewhere. Producing quality forage contributes to managing production
costs and maintaining market share.
For more information on best management
practices to reduce GHG emissions for Canadian
dairy farms, visit www.dairyfarmsplus.ca.
Reference:
Aby, B.A., Randby, A.T., Bonesmo, H., and Aass,
L. 2019. Impact of grass silage quality on greenhouse gas emissions from dairy and beef production. Grass Forage Sci. 74:525-534.
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Dairy Farmers of Ontario

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Fairmont Royal York, Toronto

Jan. 14-16, 2020
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ĂŝƌǇ&ĂƌŵĞƌƐŽĨKŶƚĂƌŝŽ;&KͿ
ǁŽƵůĚůŝŬĞƚŽŝŶǀŝƚĞ
ĂůůKŶƚĂƌŝŽĚĂŝƌǇƉƌŽĚƵĐĞƌƐ
ƚŽĂƩĞŶĚƚŚĞĂŶŶƵĂůŐĞŶĞƌĂůŵĞĞƟŶŐ͘
ĂŝƌǇƉƌŽĚƵĐĞƌĐŽŵŵŝƩĞĞŵĞŵďĞƌƐŚĂǀĞ
ďĞĞŶĨŽƌŵĂůůǇŝŶǀŝƚĞĚĂŶĚĂƌĞĞǆƉĞĐƚĞĚƚŽ
ĂƩĞŶĚƚŚĞ&KŐĞŶĞƌĂůƐĞƐƐŝŽŶǁŚĞƌĞ
ĐƵƌƌĞŶƚŝŶĚƵƐƚƌǇŝƐƐƵĞƐĂŶĚ
ƵƉĚĂƚĞƐǁŝůůďĞĂĚĚƌĞƐƐĞĚ͘

ǀĞŶƚ/ŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ
Tuesday, Jan. 14, 2020
ϳ͗ϬϬƉ͘ŵ͘
ZĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶ
ϴ͗ϬϬƉ͘ŵ͘
tŝŶĞΘĐŚĞĞƐĞƌĞĐĞƉƟŽŶ
Wednesday, Jan. 15, 2020
ϴ͗ϬϬĂ͘ŵ͘
>ĂĐƚĂŶĞƚĚĞůĞŐĂƚĞŵĞĞƟŶŐ
ϵ͗ϯϬĂ͘ŵ͘
&KŐĞŶĞƌĂůƐĞƐƐŝŽŶ
ϲ͗ϬϬƉ͘ŵ͘
ĂŶƋƵĞƚĂŶĚĞŶƚĞƌƚĂŝŶŵĞŶƚ
Thursday, Jan. 16, 2020
ϵ͗ϬϬĂ͘ŵ͘
&KŐĞŶĞƌĂůƐĞƐƐŝŽŶĂŶĚƋƵĞƐƟŽŶƐƉĞƌŝŽĚ

&ŽƌƌĞŐŝƐƚƌĂƟŽŶŝŶĨŽƌŵĂƟŽŶ͕ǀŝƐŝƚǁǁǁ͘ŵŝůŬ͘ŽƌŐ

Are you ready
for winter?
Winter is coming soon, and Dairy Farmers of
Ontario is reminding producers to clear their
laneways of ice and snow.
Why is this important?
• ensures timely milk pickup;
• creates a safe environment for milk transporters;
• reduces DFO’s winter transportation costs;
• mandated through DFO’s Farm Yards and Lanes Policy.

Yards and laneways that bulk tank milk graders travel
on must be cleared of snow and clearly marked with
poles and reflecting markers. Ice buildup should be
salted and-or sanded.
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MARKETS

[ PREPARING FOR THE NEW YEAR
C
onsidering several factors, such as butter
stock levels, production credit days and tariff rate quotas (TRQs) for imported dairy
products, P5 boards are cautious about issuing production signals in the early part of the new year.
“There are three possibilities,” says Patrice
Dubé, Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s chief economics and policy development officer. “P5 boards
could decide to extend incentive days beyond
January 2020, convert incentive days into production quota or not provide additional production signals beyond January 2020. All three options are possible even if the third option seems
most likely at this point.”
Butter stock levels are forecasted to reach
around 30,000 tonnes at the end of December
2019—a relatively high level of where the industry normally hopes to be at the end of the dairy
year in July, as well as during the winter when P5
provinces normally start rebuilding their stocks.
In addition, at the end of July 2019, average
production credit days at the P5 level was -8.5
days, and in Ontario alone, credits days reached
-10 days. With P5 boards’ previous decision to
narrow the range for under and overproduction

credits in two phases, effective Aug. 1, 2021, and
Aug. 1, 2022, a significant portion of these underproduction credits is expected to come forward in the next couple of years. Milk volume associated with these credits is equivalent to about
three per cent of quota.
“With relatively high butter stock levels, underproduction credits at the farm level and imported dairy coming into Canada due to recent
trade agreements, P5 boards need to make sure
not to send too many production signals since
these factors have the potential of displacing the
need for fresh milk coming from additional quota issuance,” Dubé says.
P5 provinces are also heading into a challenging holiday period in terms of managing surplus skim milk. With both statutory holidays—
Christmas and New Years—falling in the middle
of the week, P5 boards are anticipating milk processing to slow down with processors closed for
more days than last year.
P5 provinces will likely use the Class 5d export
permit or give special treatment to skim milk to
address the surplus, which would inevitably impact the blend price for producers.

P5 UTILIZATION BY CLASS*
For September 2019 (kg of butterfat/kg of solids non-fat)

10.88%

1(a1)

*24.98%

22.73%

0.37%
0.82%

1(a2)
1(b)

*0.89%
12.79%

2.57%
3.23%

2(a)
2(b)

0.53%

*7.36%
*5.65%

6.11%
5.06%

*2.65%

6.79%
6.82%

3(a)
3(b)

*7.29%
17.31%

12.26%

*15.22%

3.42%
3.52%

3(c1)

*3.71%

7.39%
7.81%
4.22%
4.06%

3(c2)
3(d)

*8.54%
*3.71%
13.35%

4

*6.78%

1.83%
2.75%
2.69%

5(a)
5(b)

0.92%
1.23%
0.14%

5(c)

*1.87%
9.50%

*3.90%
*0.39%

0.44%
0.50%
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*0.21%

1.28%

7
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“We’re continuing to look at ways to deal with
surplus skim milk that provides a better return for
producers,” Dubé says. “Having alternative tools
in place will be especially important when the
Class 5d export permit ends in December 2020.”
While it’s likely additional production signals
will not be issued in the short-term, P5 boards
have decided to issue 2020 fall incentive days on
a non-cumulative basis to deal with the seasonality change in the demand and production normally observed during the fall—a time when demand outpaces production and incentive days are
needed to help fill demand for the holiday season.
As a result, conventional producers will receive
one day in August 2020, two days each in September and October 2020 and one day in November 2020.
“Historically, we know demand is always strong
in the fall,” Dubé says. “It’s also the toughest time
to produce milk from the producers’ point of
view, so we’re being prudent by announcing only
six incentive days compared with 10 days in recent years.”
While 2019 fall incentive days were not announced as well in advance, data still show the fill

Class 1a1 Milk beverages made of partly
skimmed or skimmed milk, including homo,
2%, 1%, skim, chocolate milk, flavoured
milks and buttermilk, except those defined
in Class 1a2
Class 1a2 Eggnog, fortified Class 1a1 products,
and all types of dairy beverages made of
fresh milk, fruit, vegetable juices and other
products
Class 1b Fluid creams
Class 2a Yogurt, yogurt beverages, kefir and lassi
Class 2b Ice cream, sour cream, frozen yogurt
Class 3a Fresh cheese, specialty cheese
Class 3b Cheddar cheese
Class 3ci Asiago, Munster Canadian style
(muenster), Feta, Gouda, Havarti,
Parmesan, Swiss
Class 3cii All types of mozzarella except those
declared in Class 3d, Brick, Colby, Farmer,
Jack, Monterey Jack
Class 3d Mozzarella used strictly on fresh pizzas
by establishments registered with the CDC
Class 4a Butter and powders
Class 4b Condensed and evaporated milk for
retail sale
Class 4c New products
Class 4d Inventory, animal feed
Class 4m Domestic surplus
Class 5a Cheese for further processing
Class 4b Non-cheese products for further
processing
Class 5c Confectionery products
Class 5d Planned exports
(Class 4m is grouped with 5d)
Class 7 Milk used to process milk ingredients
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REMINDER: CDC PRICE
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Canadian Dairy Commission has announced a 1.93 per cent increase for Classes 1
to 4, which could result in a $1.43 per hectolitre increase for Ontario producers, effective Feb.
1, 2020. The reason for the price adjustment is
mainly due to capital costs that have increased
more than in previous years—a result of significant investments made over the last few years to
fill growing demand.

ONTARIO DEDUCTIONS, PER HL

MONTHLY QUOTA PRICES ($/kg)
NOVEMBER PRICES

rate for incentive days compares well with previous
years when fall incentive days were announced in
advance. In Ontario, the fill rate for incentive days
was 48.3 per cent in October 2019—a positive response compared with the October 2011-14 average fill rate of 45.1 per cent. Results are similar at
the P5 level with a 39.8 per cent fill rate in October 2019 compared with the October 2011-14 average fill rate of 39 per cent.

PROVINCE

PRICE/kg

AMOUNT
WANTED/kg

AMOUNT FOR
SALE/kg

Alberta
British Columbia
Saskatchewan

$41,225
$36,500
$35,000

183.12
1,083.22
45.00

34.00
392.36
24.00

AMOUNT
PURCHASED/kg
25.00
392.36
20.47

Manitoba

$27,499

63.35

207.36

25.35

Ontario

$24,000

15,818.92

559.12

559.16

Quebec
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island

$24,000
$24,000
$24,000
$24,000

17,106.90
732.80
803.49
523.50

722.80
77.60
4.70
2.00

723.80
77.60
4.70
2.00

*Newfoundland does not operate a monthly quota exchange. Quota is traded between producers.

ONTARIO MONTHLY PRODUCER AVERAGE GROSS BLEND PRICE

For October 2019
Within
quota

Overquota

$85

DFO administration
DFO research
CanWest DHI
Transportation
Market expansion

$0.625
$0.050
$0.060
$2.690
$1.500

$0.625
$0.050
$0.060
$2.690
$1.500

$80

Total deductions
Average total net

$4.925
$76.390

$4.925
$-4.925

$75
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Oct 2019

Sept 2019

Aug 2019

July 2019

June 2019

May 2019

Apr 2019

Mar 2019

Feb 2019

Jan 2019

P5 AND WESTERN MILK POOL BLEND PRICES*
The graph below shows the 12-month blend price for the P5 provinces and Western
Milk Pool (WMP).
*There is a three-month lag reporting these ﬁgures.

80
P5 blend price
WMP blend price

78
76
74

WMP
$79.40

Aug 2019

Sept 2019

July 2019

June 2019

May 2019

Apr 2019

Feb 2019

Mar 2019

Jan 2019

Dec 2018

0

Nov 2018

72
Oct 2018

Source: USDA

A total 3,410 producers sold milk to DFO in October
compared with 3,504 a year earlier.

Blend price in $/hL

The October 2019 Class III Price,
US$18.72 per hundredweight, is equivalent to C$55.53 per hectolitre. This
equivalent is based on the exchange
rate US$1 = C$1.30674, the exchange
rate when the USDA announced the
Class III Price.
The Class III Price is in $ US per
hundredweight at 3.5 per cent butterfat.
One hundredweight equals 0.44
hectolitres. Canadian Class 5a and
Class 5b prices track U.S. prices set by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture.

Dec 2018

Nov 2018

*These figures are based on Ontario’s
average composition for October 2019 of
4.16 kg butterfat, 3.24 kg protein and 5.90
kg other solids, rounded to the nearest
cent.

U.S. CLASS PRICES

$81.32

$70

P5
$75.68
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NEW N NOTED

FROM LEFT are Ryan Yantzi, systems operations
and sales manager for Yantzi Feed & Seed Ltd.,
and Steve Yantzi, the company’s president, along
with Jacques Leclerc, managing director of Trouw
Nutrition Canada, and Kevin Weppler, the company’s
Ontario general manager.

Feb. 11, 2020
DAIRY NUTRITION EXPERTISE
• Expert consulting service
• Lower costs per litre of milk
• Leading edge ration formulation

TROUW NUTRITION PURCHASES
YANTZI FEED & SEED LTD.

T

rouw Nutrition Canada/Shur-Gain has announced it
has acquired Yantzi Feed & Seed Ltd., based in Tavistock,
Ont. The purchase includes the feed manufacturing,
grain storage, crop input facility and retail store in Tavistock,
the grain elevator on Line 29, northeast of Tavistock, and the
retail store and crop input business in Brunner.
Shur-Gain is currently evaluating options for the crop input
and seed aspects of the business and will be setting a direction
in the coming months. The mill in Tavistock will continue
to operate as usual with the same staff and quality products.
Trouw Nutrition Canada is a leading animal nutrition company
offering a wide range of species-specific nutritional solutions
designed to meet the challenges producers face.

We work for you, not the feed company

TOM PALEN
& ASSOCIATES

Independent Ruminant Nutritionist
Proven Nutritional Success
www.triplepconsulting.net
triplepconsulting@execulink.com

Canadian manufacturer of
stabling for dairy and beef
Manufacturer of all types of milking parlor frames
• Parabone • Herringbone • Parallel • Rapid Exit
• Tandem style • Also custom orders

Michael Stabling Developments

mpyfferoen@sympatico.ca
www.sgate.ca

Aluminum 5-Bar gates in 1 3/4”
heavy square pipes. Light, strong,
adjustable in length and height.

519-794-3933
Hoof Trimming and Care Course
Anintegratedapproachtohoof
trimming and care using The Code of
Practice for the Care and Handling of
Dairy Cattle and CQM.
For further information, please visit:
www.vicshooftrimmingcourse.ca

Contact: Vic Daniel
Box 43 Arva, ON, N0M 1C0
519-679-6711
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ARNTJEN NORTH AMERICA
®

Brushing Up on Your
Cow’s Comfort!
Allen Thompson
226-228-3617
allen.thompson.na@arntjen.com
info.na@arntjen.com
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NEW MONITORING SYSTEM GIVES FARMERS A STEP
UP ON PREVENTION, ELECTRICAL SAFETY

A

new electrical monitoring system is pushing the boundaries of
electrical maintenance and farm fire prevention. PrevTech Innovations
Inc., a Quebec-based company, is piloting their system on select dairy,
pork and poultry farms in Ontario, working with farmers, electricians and
insurance companies to test the new technology and demonstrate the client
service support PrevTech offers.
It’s estimated more than one-third of on-farm fires are caused by electrical
faults, causing losses in buildings, equipment, livestock and genetics. “The
foundation of our company is prevention,” says Pierre-André Meunier,
PrevTech founder and president. “Farmers are keeping buildings which have
been used for many generations and may not have the most up-to-date systems
in place. Despite using best management practices, these older buildings can
have outdated electrical systems that can be dangerous.
It’s hard to question what goes on behind a wall when people can’t see it.
That’s why PrevTech has designed a certified Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) 24-7 electrical monitoring system. The unit is easily installed by a licensed
electrician at the main electrical service of the farm building, focusing on
monitoring select farm buildings and those with higher value and animals.
By measuring fault currents and overheating panels, the system can
identify breakdowns and wear and tear on equipment, and even guide the
farmer to take appropriate corrective measures. “The system is designed to
be a prevention tool,” Meunier says. “By monitoring the overall health of the
electrical system, we can detect early signs of equipment malfunction, giving
a farmer time to fix the problem before it causes equipment downtime or
ultimately, a fire.”

DIAGNOSING ELECTRICAL HEALTH
“An electrical system operates with an alternating current. In a healthy
electrical system, the flow of electricity should be the same going in and
out of the farm. If there is a difference, then there is a leakage or fault in the
electrical system,” says Dave Colyn, manager of claims at Trillium Mutual
Insurance Company. “PrevTech monitors the alternating current and will
detect if there is a leakage or fault in the system.”
Trillium Mutual Insurance Company has partnered with PrevTech to run a pilot
project with a group of policyholders to evaluate the system. PrevTech introduced
the technology to the Quebec market two years ago. “Today’s farms are bigger than
ever and operate under heavy electrical loads,” Colyn says. “Farm fires result in
millions of dollars of losses each year.”
Colyn also notes the cause of fire is often believed to be electrical, making
PrevTech’s insight into the health of an electrical system a new, welcome aid for
farmers. “We are hoping that with this technology, one of the largest potential
fire threats can be managed and the ability to manage this exposure will benefit
everyone,” Colyn says.
Meunier explains PrevTech monitoring runs on a dashboard, which is available
to the farmer, their electrician and the company in real time from any electronic
device. If electronic discrepancies or concerns are detected, PrevTech will alert the
farmer and electrician through email or text messaging.
Like the “check engine” light in a car, notifications are meant to serve as a
maintenance reminder, identifying specific barn areas that require attention, such
as a fan motor showing early signs of malfunction or a fault in a vacuum pump or
total mixed ration (TMR) mixer motor.
PrevTech’s service aims to encourage farmers to work with their electricians to
resolve any identified issues. In most cases, PrevTech will reach out to the farmer
to help bring perspective to trends or reoccurring concerns that the system has
identified. This information can be used in diagnostics of what would otherwise
WWW.MILKPRODUCER.CA

be invisible electric issues.
“In one situation, our system noted a fault during morning and evening
milking on a client’s farm. So, we called them to advise them of the situation,
offering them a new insight on their operation,” Meunier says, explaining his
clients know their farms best and often use the additional information and
guidance to problem-solve and get things fixed by their electrician.
“In this case, our clients paused for thought and remembered hearing a motor
running loudly. They promptly had it fixed, potentially preventing a malfunction,
equipment downtime or fire.”

NEXT STEPS
Colyn is hopeful the Ontario pilot farms, established in July 2019, will provide
insight into effective electrical installation, early detection of wear and tear on
equipment and identify any areas commonly afflicted with electrical issues.
“New barns and electrical systems don’t equal healthy,” Colyn says. “That’s why
we’re piloting PrevTech in different ages and types of barns. We’re providing an
opportunity for farmers, their electricians and PrevTech to work together to resolve
any issues or electrical anomalies.”
PrevTech has 250 clients in Ontario and Quebec, with new farm pilot projects
beginning in Manitoba. For more information, visit agriprevtech.com.
This article was written by Jeanine Moyer and produced as part of the Farm &
Food Care Ontario: Livestock Emergency Preparedness Project and the Reducing
the Risk of Barn Fires Advisory Panel (2016), a group of concerned Ontario
farm commodity groups, fire prevention officers, electrical safety professionals
and government of Ontario staff. This project was funded in part through the
Canadian Agricultural Partnership, a federal-provincial-territorial initiative.
The Agricultural Adaptation Council assists in the delivery of the Partnership
in Ontario.

AGRi-Speed HITCH
Hook-up • Safely • Quick • Easy
• Works on tractors, pick-ups & choppers
• Bolts to drawbar
• Makes chopping silage easy
• Built tough - to pull even the largest wagons
• Increases your productivity up to 25%
• Works with PTO Demos are available- just ask

Call Jason at Mohawkholm Farms Elmira, On
1-877-669-1196
Ask About Our Satsfaction Guarantee
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TWENTY YEARS
OF GROWTH
David-and-Goliath tale about a small seed
company surviving in a giant seed industry

D

Milking cows made simple!
Are you frustrated with slow milking quarters,
udders that do not milk out, mastitis and slow
milking? CoPulsationtm provides a unique milking
action with a full teat massage for superior milking.
CoPulsationtm Milking System
Krynenhill Holsteins LTD

CoPulsation.com
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Rob Krijnen 519-617-1100

www.Facebook.com/CoPulsation
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e Dell Seeds will be celebrating a milestone on Dec. 23,
2019, as they will be entering its 21st year in business.
“It is hard to believe it has been 20 years already,” says Vince
Trudell, founder of De Dell Seeds.
To Trudell, it seems like yesterday when De Dell was
operating out of his home, and he was delivering seed in his
Volkswagen Jetta. From those humble beginnings, De Dell
Seeds has come a long way.
Two years ago, he built
“Our breeding program is
an office and moved all
constantly developing hybrids operations into one location
with better characteristics for near Melbourne, Ont. One thing
that hasn’t changed throughout
the farmer and, in the last four
the years is De Dell Seeds is
years alone, we have added
still a family-owned Canadian
business that specializes in
21 new high-performing
non-GMO (genetically modified
hybrids to our lineup.”
organism) and organic corn
–Vince Tudell,
hybrids.
founder of De Dell Seeds
De Dell began its operations
in 1999 with a goal of providing
farmers with healthy and sustainable alternatives to the
corporate influence surrounding seed and technology. As a
result, the company has experienced steady growth in volume
and geography since inception.
“It hasn’t been easy going against the mainstream, but that
is what has made this milestone even sweeter,” Vince says.
“As our business grows, we are continuing to improve our
hybrid portfolio. Our breeding program is constantly developing
hybrids with better characteristics for the farmer, and in the
last four years alone, we have added 21 new high-performing
hybrids to our lineup.”
This brings De Dell’s total to 38 conventional corn hybrids
for the 2020 season, ranging from 2,000 corn heat units (CHU)
to 3,400 CHU. Of those 38 hybrids, six are dedicated silage
hybrids offering good feed value, and 12 hybrids are offered
in an organic variant. This level of choice is unparalleled in the
conventional corn seed market, Trudell says.
De Dell Seeds also offers farmers a choice of seed treatment.
Most of De Dell’s conventional hybrids are offered with a choice
of untreated seed (bare yellow), treated with a fungicide alone or
treated with a fungicide-insecticide combination that is effective
but does not contain neonicotinoids.
This eliminates the need for farmers to fill out paperwork
relating to the use of Class 12 pesticides in Ontario. Having
this choice allows farmers to limit pesticide use to only
what is necessary in the fields that need it. This is more
environmentally friendly and allows farmers to be stewards of
their own land.
De Dell Seeds is dedicated to providing high-performing,
naturally bred corn hybrids. For more information, visit
dedellseeds.com.

MERRY CHIMES OF A FARMER’S RHYMES
By Warren Wordsworth Faw

Angelic Announcement to the Shepherds
Luke 2:8-20

N

ow there were in that same country,
:DWFKLQJR·HUWKHLUÁRFNVE\QLJKW
6KHSKHUGVLQWKHÀHOGVDELGLQJ
Lo, a heav’nly Being bright—

An archangel of Jehovah
Swiftly burst upon their sight.
Heav’nly glory shone around them
Filling them with dreadful fright!
But the angel reassured them,
“Fear ye not, for tidings true,
Good and joyful—for all people,
I am sent to bring to you!

For today in David’s city
(Oh! What meaning in that word!)
Unto you is born a Saviour,
Which is even Christ the Lord!

Said the shepherds to each other,
“Let us haste to Bethlehem,

This to you shall be a sign:
<HVKDOOÀQGWKH%DEH'LYLQH
Well wrapped up in swaddling clothes,
Lying there in sweet repose
In a lowly shepherd’s manger,
Safely sheltered from all danger.”

And behold the thing which thus
God hath now revealed to us!”
Not a moment do they waste
But to Bethlehem in haste
Off they go, and there behold,
Just as they were lately told,
Mary, Joseph, and the Child
In a manger, sweet and mild!

Suddenly there with the angel
Was a radiant multitude
Of the glorious hosts of heaven
In the sight of shepherds rude.

When the joyful shepherds saw it,
7KH\PDGHNQRZQWKHZRUGDEURDG
Which the heav’nly hosts had told them
Of this Child, the Son of God!

Praise to God they all were bringing
And with joyous chorus singing,
“Glory unto God Most High
Who hath brought salvation nigh;
Who hath brought to men of earth
Peace, goodwill at Jesus’ birth!”

All who heard them greatly wondered
At their meaning (at the start),
%XW+LVPRWKHUNHSWDQGSRQGHUHG
All these sayings in her heart.

When the wondrous hosts of angels
Into heaven had gone from them,

Praising God, the joyful shepherds
Homeward go from Bethlehem,
Having seen and heard the wonders
Just as they were told to them.

Birth of Jesus at Bethlehem

WARREN WORDSWORTH FAW
arren Wordsworth Faw was
born in 1909 and farmed
with his wife, Reta, for 50
years near Springfield, Ont. Over the
years, he developed a great interest in
three hobbies: woodcarving, musical
instruments and poetry writing. Warren
penned countless rhymes about farming,
the wonders of nature and his varied
life experiences—how appropriate his
middle name became. Warren died in
2013 at the age of 103. Warren was the
grandfather of Dairy Farmers of Ontario’s
board chair Murray Sherk.
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Luke 2:1-7

was in Caesar’s reign (Augustus)
That this edict was climaxed:
(Syria’s ruler then Quirinius)
“All the world must now be taxed—
Ev’ry one in his own city.”
Joseph, too, was one of them
Who from Naz’reth for this taxing
Journeyed unto Bethlehem.
(He must needs go there because
He of David’s lineage was).

With him also went his wife,
Mary, being great with life.
When her full time was accomplished,
There, travailing, she gave birth
7RKHUÀUVWERUQVRQWKH6DYLRXU³
Infant of surpassing worth!
Wrapped Him well in swaddling clothes;
Laid Him down to sweet repose
In a lowly shepherd’s manger,
To earth’s luxury a stranger;
For no entrance could they win
7RWKHGHQVHO\FURZGHGLQQ

Note from DFO chair Murray Sherk: The holiday season is a time when many gather
with friends and family and embrace various traditions. On Christmas morning, before
we open gifts, one of our traditions is to read the biblical account of the birth of Jesus
Christ. Here is this story put to rhyme by my grandfather many years ago. We are
fortunate to live in Canada, which celebrates so much cultural diversity. I hope that
whatever your traditions are, you will be able to enjoy this holiday season.
MILKPRODUCER | DECEMBER 2019
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THE BACK FORTY
By Jennifer Nevans

[

MOBILE CHEESEBOARD
London restaurant offers cheese lovers a novel dining experience

A

new restaurant catered to cheese lovers
has debuted in London, England, this
year, and if you’re like many who believe eating cheese makes you happier, you’re
bound to fall in love with this cheesy eatery.
Dubbed as the world’s first conveyor belt
cheese restaurant, Pick & Cheese serves up an
endless supply of this glorious comfort food.
The unique restaurant was created by the
team at the Cheese Bar, another London
restaurant dedicated to cheese. Instead of
servers bringing dishes to the guests at Pick &
Cheese, a 40-metre conveyor belt loaded with
a variety of offerings makes its way to each of
the 38 diners seated along the belt. Just picture a massive mobile cheeseboard where all
the cheese comes to you.
The conveyor belt features around 25 carefully curated varieties of artisanal cheeses from
the United Kingdom—each served with condiments designed to bring the dish together.
Pairings include some classics, such as sticky
pear jam and tomato relish, to some unique
options, such as walnut fudge, candied chilli
peppers, Earl Grey tea jelly, braised leeks and
lemon meringue, to name a few.
Each culinary creation provides a different
flavour profile, catering to the advanced palates of cheese connoisseurs or just inviting
diners to explore new flavours outside their

DINERS who visit Pick & Cheese in London, England, will be greeted with a
40-metre conveyor belt loaded with cheese.

comfort zone.
Of course, the cheese plates wouldn’t be
complete without cheese’s classic companion.
The restaurant also offers a selection of wines,
beers and ciders to complement the dishes.
The conveyor belt is a new take on the traditional cheeseboard—created in an effort to
add a trendy, modern twist. But if the 40-me-

tre conveyor belt of lavish cheeses is too overwhelming, restaurant guests can choose from
a list of preselected cheese flights, or pick
one of the tempting “off-belt” dishes, such as
grilled cheese.
With its never-ending parade of cheesy offerings, fromage fanatics are sure to fall in love
with this new concept.

Jennifer Nevans
is assistant editor of
Milk Producer.
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www.boumaticrobotics.com
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Cow Activity and Health Monitoring Systems
Visit the
BouMatic website
for more product
information.

BouMatic RealTime Activity

A health snapshot of your cows on time, anytime.
• Activity – Ability to identify cows requiring attention for servicing or for potential
preventive health treatment
• In barn or Out barn – The activity controller will read any tag within 350ft (100m)
for use in barn or central location. And using same controller it can read any tag within
2500ft (750m) for out of barn installations, great for dry/open pasture-based farms.
• Eating time – Monitors additional animal health parameters in relation to their feed
intake behavior
• IDs anywhere – There is no need for the animal to walk through a parlor ID portal
making it ideal for heifers and dry cows
• Advanced herd management – Use with HerdMetrix™ to provide you flexibility in the
reporting to tune it to your own management style
• Accessible – Phone app makes data accessible anywhere, anytime
Napanee
Moore 5 County Dairy Services
613-354-5516

Strathroy-Salford-Dunnville
Dortmans Bros
1-800-265-3435

Blumenort
Lindsay
Penner Farm Services
Ron’s Bearings Equipment Sales
800-461-9333 204-326-3781 705.878.4515

Oshawa
Gordon Corners Ltd.
905-655-3177

Tara Partner Ag Services
519-934-2343
877-349-3276

Wellesley
Advanced Dairy Systems
519-656-2379

A

y

Contact Your BouMatic Dealer Today!
Belle Vallee
Brinston
Optimum Agri
Dundas Agri-Systems
705-647-5040
613-652-4844

Boldi V

APTITUDE
0200HO10372
DAVINCI x EPIC x MAN-O-MAN

One of the best
Immunity+®
proven sires!

L-R: Spencroft Aptitude Lucibomb, VG-85-2YR-CAN
Fieldholme Aptitude Alexis, VG-85-2YR-CAN

Broad-based defence against most viral
and bacterial pathogens naturally.

GLPI

+3250

Pro$

$2056

herdmates with either average or low immune response. The

Milk

+894 kg

only way to get more high immune response animals in your

Fat

+70 kg +0.32%

herd is to utilize Immunity+ sires, and locally-bred BOLDI V

Protein

+52 kg +0.18%

High Immune response cows have 30% less disease than their

APTITUDE is one of the very best Immunity+ proven sires in the
business! APTITUDE is made for today’s dairymen offering
solid production, high-component milk, shallow well-attached

Conformation

+10

Mammary System

+12

udders and ideal Feet and Legs.

Feet & Legs

It’s time to CRUSH DISEASE with Immunity+ and proven sire

Herd Life

BOLDI V APTITUDE!

+6
108
GEBV 19*AUG

www.eastgen.ca

